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the rise of

AdvAnced
AutomAtion

ArtificiAl intelligence,
AutomAtion And robotics
Are the future.
And the future is now!
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do you want ai with
that?
Google’s CEO Sundar Pichais recently said the
world is moving from the mobile era into an
‘AI-first’ one. Microsoft’s CEO Satya nadella
also spoke recently on the subject, saying
we’ve democratised information through the
internet, and now it’s time to democratise
intelligence. The storm clouds are definitely
gathering as vendors start to position
themselves, and correlate and execute their
artificial intelligence strategies.
like many recent computing trends, this
isn’t a new phenomenon, but rather the timely
breaching of a computing discipline that’s
been around for some time. In 1950, Alan
Turing proposed a test designed to provide a
benchmark for machine intelligence, where a
human evaluator was required to judge natural
language conversations between a human and
machine and determine which was the machine.
Although still seen as a valid test today, it’s
said that the test was beaten by MIT’s ElIZA
program in 1966. Then there’s the famous
example of IBM’s Deep Blue beating world chess
champion Gary Kasparov in 1997. Since then,
we’ve had numerous examples of computer
intelligence surfacing through everyday
applications. As technologists and users,
we’ve actually been living through the artificial
intelligence evolution for some time now, from
the Microsoft Office paperclip that offered
assistance with writing a letter, to Google’s
autocorrect on misspelled search queries, to
virtual assistants, such as Apple’s Siri.

Spurred on by the power of the cloud, and
the capabilities of big data analytics, today
we’re seeing ever-increasing activity in the
space. And as Pichais and nadella allude
to the spread of AI across the computing
ecosystem and into applications is only going
to get more prolific.
Combine the growth of AI with
developments in the field of robotics – check
out the videos of Boston Dynamics’ biped and
quadruped robots that keep getting pushed
over with sticks, or Amazon’s robot-powered
warehouse. Throw in the real-world interfacing
provided by Internet of Things’ technologies,
add computer automation of simple tasks to
the mix and it’s easy to see the big picture of us
moving to a more efficient world.
But let’s not get too far ahead of ourselves.
Today, the AI focus is on chatbots to augment
the online call centre experience, and machine
learning algorithms that write formulaic stock
market and sports news reports. There’s
definitely some way to go before Arnie travels
back through time to terminate Sarah Connor
thus ensuring the future enslavement of
mankind, or until we develop a Wild Westthemed resort staffed entirely by robots.
With this prologue, it’s easy to surmise that
in this issue of The Margin we focus on the
developing field of advanced automation, and
what it means for the channel.
We also look at selling to the 'Millennial'
generation and the realities of partnering at the

bleeding edge of technology. Our roundtable
focuses on the growth of fibre connectivity
across South Africa and the opportunities this
presents. You’ll also find a host of our regular
features too. As always, I hope you find this
issue interesting and useful.
Happy reading

adrian hinchcliffe
Editor
adrian@itweb.co.za
P.S. On a personal note, our deputy editor
Alison Job is moving on within ITWeb. I’d like to
take the opportunity to thank her for tireless
efforts and providing some human intelligence
to The Margin for the past couple of years.

crEdiTS

Can’t wait for the print version of The Margin? The Margin’s website is now live and we’re adding fresh content on a regular basis.
Visit www.themargin.co.za to read about the latest developments or sign up to our regular newsletter to stay informed of what’s happening
in your sector.
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notable deals and developments
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international tech space in recent
months.
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Going bimodal: two sides to the
story

The phrase represents a move to
creating new innovative solutions,
while leaving the legacy approach to
keep running. But is it simply creating
silos?
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Microsoft takes aim at the creative
market, aiming squarely at apple, but
is its surface device range actually
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coming together.
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WhAt hAppENS WhEN A RivER RUNS bEtWEEN
YOU ANd 400 EmplOYEES iN A NEW hEAd OfficE
WithOUt cRUciAl cOmmUNicAtiON liNES?

Inspired ICT solutions and the AGILITY to respond fast
Despite terrain difficulties and short timescales, AFGRI needed their fully converged,
high-speed communications platforms to be ready on the day they relocated to their
new HQ. Thanks to Neotel’s AGILITY, 100% business continuity was achieved with
fibre links quickly deployed under the impeding river well in time for the move.
For more info on how AFGRI partnered with Neotel to transform their business,
go to www.neotel.co.za

10 YEARS YOUNG

BOOTH’S
bulletpoint bulletin

inDuSTRy DeVeloPmenTS

iCt industry Consultant Paul booth keePs you abreast of the
notable deals and develoPments in the loCal and international
teCh sPaCe.
Compiled by PAUl BOOTH, AlISOn JOB AnD ADRIAn HInCHClIFFE

local developments

• the cabinet of south Africa approved the long-delayed national
integrated ICT policy white paper. Meanwhile the dti issued the
Amended ICT Sector Code in line with the B-BBEE Act 2013.
• Groupon has closed down its South African operation.
• mtn launched its new empowerment initiative, Zakhele Futhi.
• sAp has opened Africa's first SAP Co-Innovation lab.
• South Africa’s shepherd Bushiri ministries international, a church
group with two million followers, is launching a mobile virtual network
operator on Cell C’s network.
• trackoff, a US-based security company, has entered the South African
market.

local deals

• African equity empowerment investments limited (Aeei) acquired
control of puleng technologies, by purchasing a 57% stake.
• Blue label telecoms made a R5.5 billion (45%) investment in cell c.
• dynamic technology holdings, a privately-owned African software group,
acquired 51% of Blue pencil, a South Africa SAP services specialist.
• net 1 Ueps technologies made a R2 billion (15%) investment in Blue
label telecoms.
• pinnacle holdings has offered to buy the shares of datacentrix it doesn't
already own.
• Vumatel bought fibre-to-the-home company fibrehoods.
• Vodacom has entered into a 15-year strategic telecoms partnership
with the passenger rail Agency of south Africa (prAsA), through its
subsidiary intersite Asset investments, in a deal worth over R1 billion.
• Data storage company, Verbatim – a wholly-owned company of
mitsubishi chemical corporation – has transferred its South African
entity to crossAfrica holdings.

key African news

• Angola is leading a new subsea broadband cable project – south Atlantic
cable system (sacs) – connecting the west coast of Africa to Brazil. Sacs
is set to go live in mid-2018.
• direct pay online Group, east Africa's largest online payments processor,
acquired a majority stake in payGate, a South African online payment
processor, in a move to create a pan-African presence.
• Gijima technologies in namibia has undergone a significant
transformation to become a new company, Veya information
communication technology, which is 100% namibian-owned.
• huawei launched an innovation and experience centre in lagos, nigeria,
with an investment of $6 million.
• seacom has partnered with ioX cable to build a new $150 million cable
system to connect Mauritius to Africa. It’s expected to offer commercial
services in Q1 2019.

international developments

• BlackBerry is to outsource its handset design business.
• pure storage, a chief rival of emc, has agreed to pay dell technologies
$30 million to settle historic legal disputes between EMC and the company.
• samsung canned its combustible Galaxy note 7 smartphone.
• samsung electronics has sold shares in four companies, including Asml
holdings and seagate technology, to free up money for additional
investments in its core businesses.

international deals

• Accenture purchased daynine, a global Workday consulting and
employment services provider. In a move to expand its capability in
the retail sector, Accenture also acquired Kurt salmon, a subsidiary
of Management Consulting Group. It also bought France-based octo
technology, to expand its digital capabilities in France.
• Adobe acquired tubemogul, a video ad platform provider, for $540
million.
• Alphabet (Google) acquired eyeﬂuence, a company that’s working to
enable eye movements to control digital screens.
• Amdocs bought three technology companies for $260 million: Brite:Bill,
pontis and Vindicia.
• Asml made a $1.1 billion investment in carl Zeiss.
• Broadcom purchased Brocade communications systems, a provider of
fibre channel storage area network switching and IP networking, in a
deal worth $5.5 billion.
• cA technologies purchased Blazemeter, a provider of next-generation,
cloud-based performance testing solutions.
• canon made a $40 million (19.9%) investment in t2 Biosystems, a
company developing innovative diagnostic products to improve patient
health.
• cisco acquired Worklife, a virtual meeting provider.
• concur, a SAP company, acquired hipmunk, a leader in travel search
innovation.
• Ge acquired servicemax, an inventory and work management software
company, for $915 million. GE also bought two AI startups, Bit stew
systems and Wise.io, in moves that will expand its Predix platform for
industrial IoT applications.
• iBm bought promontory financial Group, a global risk management and
regulatory consultancy firm, as well as sanovi technologies to boost its
disaster recovery services for hybrid cloud. iBm also acquired the expert
personal shopper division of fluid, an innovator in digital customer
experiences.
• intel purchased Voke, a virtual reality specialist, and German commercial
drone software startup mAVinci.
• logitech international bought mad catz interactive's saitek brand and
the Saitek line of flight and space simulation game controller assets.
• motorola solutions acquired spillman technologies, a privately-held
provider of law enforcement and public safety software solutions
computer-aided despatch and records management systems.
• nokia bought eta devices, a base station energy solutions startup.
• Qualcomm purchased nXp semiconductor for $38 billion, in yet another
consolidation move within the semiconductor market and the largest
deal in this sector.
• renesas electronics acquired US chipmaker intersil for $3.2 billion.
• salesforce.com purchased Krux, a marketing data software startup, for
$700 million, and consulting agency GravityBank.
• samsung electronics acquired artificial intelligence platform developer
Viv labs, run by a co-creator of Apple's Siri. The Korean chaebol also
bought harman international industries, marking a major push into
auto-related technology in a deal worth $8 billion.
• sAp purchased Altiscale, a big data startup, and plat.one, an Italian IoT
company.
• Vista equity partners purchased infoblox, a network control firm, for
$1.6 billion.
• siemens purchased mentor Graphics, which makes software for
designing semiconductors, for $4.5 billion.
• Wipro's $500 million purchase of Appirio, a cloud services company.
Q4 2016 |
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Column

The ‘Greek Geek’ highlights some of the
stories from the worlds of tech that caught
his attention.
F o l l o w a k i a n a s Ta s i o u o n T w i T T E r @akianastasiou

let’s automate that

android is king, long
live android

android ConTinuEs iTs dominance in
the smartphone industry according to the
most recent numbers released by Strategy
Analytics. The latest research from Q3 2016
shows phone shipments of 375 million devices
with Android grabbing 87.5% of the market.
The growth can be attributed to low-cost
Android devices primarily in emerging
markets. In comparison, Apple holds 12.1%
of that market. Android grew 10.3% year on
year, while Apple showed a 5.2% decline.
The smartphone market grew by six percent,
showing a slowdown from the double-digit
growth over the last decade.

air travel on the up
nEw ForECasTs From
the International Air
Transport Association (IATA)
show a substantial increase
in air travel for the next two decades. IATA
predicts that by 2035, 7.2 billion passengers
will travel by air globally – almost double the
3.8 billion travellers in 2016. The Asia Pacific
region will see the biggest growth over this
period and China is expected to surpass
the USA as the largest aviation market by
2025. Africa markets will experience the
fastest growth, especially in Sierra leone,
Guinea, Central African Republic, Benin,
Mali, Rwanda, Togo, Uganda, Zambia and
Madagascar. An annual average growth of
eight percent is forecast for these countries
in the next 20 years. Africa will add an extra
135 million passengers by 2035 for a total of
303 million passengers.

ThE uniTEd naTions recently released a report on the impact that robots and industrialisation
will have on developing countries. In the last three years, China, South Korea, Japan, Germany and
the USA have led this massive transformation of manufacturing with huge investments in robots.
This year alone China will more than double the robots used in manufacturing from 300 000 to
600 000 units. Japan, Korea, Germany and the USA will each have around 300 000 robots in
manufacturing by the end of 2018. These are the massive challenges that developing regions like
latin America and Africa face. These robots are going to affect low-skilled workers involved in
manufacturing and the United nations report suggests that could affect up to two thirds of lowskilled jobs. The question we need to be asking, is why are we not investing more aggressively in
automation? In contrast Africa and latin America combined will only have less than 50 000 robots
by the end of 2018.

mobile overtakes
desktop

wE passEd a very interesting watershed
moment in technology during October. The web
analytics company StatCounter announced
that internet usage on mobile
and tablet devices surpassed
that of desktop globally for the
first time ever. Mobile usage
accounted for 51.3% of internet
usage versus 48.7% on desktop.

a virtual
voice
imaginE a
‘phoToshop
for audio’. That’s
what Adobe is trying to do with Project Voco,
a product it announced at its recent Max
conference in San Diego. The new product
basically learns how you speak and all it
needs initially are about 20 minutes of your
voice. Once it has that, you literally can type
in a phrase, and voila you will be able to hear
it in your own voice. Concerns of fraud have
been raised especially when you consider
how voice verification is growing. Adobe is
addressing these concerns and is including
audio watermark technology embedded into
the software.

Tablets and tots
wiTh TEChnology bEing so ubiquitous,
parents of infants, toddlers, and pre-schoolers
face massive challenges, especially with the rise
of interactive media. How much time should
you allow your kids with technology? The
American Academy of Paediatrics has released
some guidelines for parents to help balance
the usage of these technologies. This has been
driven primarily by the influence of media
on the health and development of children
up to the age of five, a time of critical brain
development, building secure relationships, and
establishing healthy behaviours.
• Parents of children younger than 18 months
should discourage the use of screen media
other than video chatting.
• Parents of children ages 18 to 24 months
should introduce digital media and apps
that offer a high level of learning and
should be used together with a parent.
• Children that are older than two should
have their media limits set to no longer
than an hour per day
The guidelines also recommend that no
screens should be made available during meal
times and for an hour before bedtime.

Q4 2016 |
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Column

A Goldstuck

Arthur Goldstuck the founder of World Wide Worx and editor-in-chief of gadget.co.za.
F o l l o w h i m o n T w i tte r a n d I n s ta g r a m o n @ art 2 gee

The game’s the (next big) thing
PC and laptop sales are still on the decline globally. But one category is poised to erupt.

E

veryone knows that PC and laptop sales
have been on the decline for some time.
But when Apple revealed in a conference
call following its most recent quarterly results
that it had suffered double-digit declines
across all major product categories, the last
glimmer of hope seemed to disappear. For the
first time in 15 years, Apple sales had fallen,
and seemed to take industry confidence down
with it.
Apple had been the single company to buck
the global industry trend of manufacturers
seeing PC sales decline every year since 2012.
PC sales hit their peak in the third quarter of
2011, with estimated sales for that quarter
ranging between 90-million and 100-million
machines. By the middle of this year, the
figure was below 70-million.
That’s still a serious number, and makes for
some healthy bottom lines. But companies
looking for growth out of manufacture,
distribution and sale of computers seem to
have nowhere to turn. Even the much-hyped
tablet revolution is fizzling out.
But one category remains strong: the
gaming hardware industry is exploding
worldwide.
According to Chinese media and marketing
company Digitimes, which closely tracks the
industry, global gaming notebook shipments
are expected to grow by 12.5% to reach
4.5-million units in 2016. While this statistic
makes up a small proportion of the overall
market, its significance lies both in its growth
and the average revenue for a gaming PC:
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prices range from US$1 499 to US$1 999 per
mainstream machine.
In South Africa, growth in this segment is
even stronger. According to Spencer Chen,
managing director of Rectron, 2016 will see
25 to 30% growth in gaming notebooks. The
market will hit the 10 000 mark in unit sales,
dominated by brands like Gigabyte, MSI, Asus,
and Alienware.
“A lot of people are moving into notebook
PC gaming,” says Chen. “It’s mainly about the
performance: the notebook is catching up to

only major computer show in South Africa
capable of drawing massive crowds. The 124
exhibitors and 34 000 attendees recalled the
heyday of Computer Faire, except that it was
dominated by a youth audience.
On the back of healthy demand for gaming
hardware, a further sub-category is set to
take off: virtual reality headsets. Most major
VR headset brands were on display at rAge.
Among others, Oculus Rift, Samsung Gear VR,
and the HTC Vive were used to demonstrate
the newest innovations in the latest games.
The biggest impact, however, is
expected from PlayStation VR, due to
be released in South Africa by SterKinekor Entertainment early in 2017.
While its launch is likely to be
one of the biggest gaming hardware
events of the year, it won’t make the
segment a certainty.
“We see VR getting quite
popular,” says Chen, “but we
struggle to find suppliers of VR
goggles. For example, HTC’s product
is not available in South Africa.
Once brands are available, we can
expect it to take off. At the moment,
it comes at a very high cost. A full VR gaming
setup will cost between R30 000 and R50
000 for a high-end PC plus high-end goggles.”
Of course, not everyone can suddenly
morph into preferred providers of gaming
hardware, but the trend proves that all sales
lights do not dim at the same time.

“The health of the gaming
market in South Africa was
underlined by the recent
gaming and geek festival,
rAge, which remains the
only major computer show
in South Africa capable of
drawing massive crowds.”
PC gaming, although there’s still some gap.
Some gamers are using notebooks because
they’re easier to carry about, and some
mainstream gamers are using it as their work
and play PC.”
The health of the gaming market in South
Africa was underlined by the recent gaming
and geek festival, rAge, which remains the

STAT ATTACK

Figuring it out
The Margin brings you some of the latest industry forecasts, statistics,
trends and predictions.
Compiled by Paul Booth, Alison Job and Adrian Hinchcliffe

What’s up?

What’s down?

Worldwide purpose-built backup
appliance factory revenue grew
11.5% year on year, totalling

EMEA server revenue in Q2 ‘16

$871.1 million
in Q2 ‘16, according to IDC.

Smartphone shipments in

Spending on IT by
organisations based in
South Africa is forecast
to total

fell 5.2% to
23.1 million units
Africa

R272 billion in

2016, a 3.8% increase from
2015, says Gartner

in Q2 ’16,
says IDC.

in 2020, says IDC.
Software spending in South Africa is on
pace to exhibit its highest year-on-year

11.4%,

Widespread adoption of
cognitive systems and artificial
intelligence across a broad
range of industries will drive
worldwide revenue from nearly
$8 billion in 2016 to more than

$47 billion in 2020,

according to IDC.

The worldwide
tablet market
continued its
slump as vendors
shipped
43 million units in
Q3 ‘16,

a year-onyear decline of
14.7%, says IDC.

Worldwide revenue
for security-related
hardware, software and
services will grow from
$73.7 billion in 2016 to

$101.6 billion

growth in 2016, at
Gartner estimates.

declined 5.6% year over year,
while shipments shrank
2.3%, says Gartner

Worldwide combined shipments for
devices (PCs, tablets, ultramobiles
and mobile phones) are expected

decline 3% in 2016,

to
according to Gartner.

This will mark the
second consecutive
year of decline.

Mixed picture
Total smartwatch volumes reached

2.7 million units

South Africa’s IT services market is
expected to grow at 10.3% in 2016,
following a bumper 2015 where it reached

shipped in Q3 '16, which
marks a decrease of 51.6% from
Q3 '15. However that contrasts with the
story in the Middle East and Africa, where the

a value of
,
according to BMI-TechKnowledge.

year-on-year in Q2 '16, so says IDC.

R56.9 billion

wearables market grew 66%
Q4 2016 |
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getting in on the act
miCrosoft takes aim at the Creative market, aiming
sQuarely at aPPle, but is its surfaCe deviCe range
aCtually stePPing on the toes of oem Partners?
by ADRIAn HInCHClIFFE
pHoToGRApHy SUPPlIED

a

pple and Microsoft’s shared history
is littered with conflict. A period of
harmony seemed to have arrived
when Microsoft VP, Kirk Koenigsbauer, was
a guest on stage at the 2015 iPad launch.
However, the rivalry has been renewed after
Microsoft took aim at Apple’s strong share of
the ‘creative’ market in October.
launching its first ever desktop, the 28”
Surface Studio, which is an all-in-one (AIO)
touchscreen that can pivot down, similar in
style to a draftsman's desk, Microsoft has set
its sights on the iMac user base. Apple has,
in recent years, been focusing heavily on its
cash cow iPhones and new form factors like
the smartwatch. In so doing it seems to have
diverted attention away from its desktop
offerings, leading to criticism it has underserved
this market segment. Undoubtedly, tablets
and laptops are experiencing higher market
demand, but there’s still a requirement from
creative types who need big screens and the
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processing power to do the ‘heavy lifting’, such
as 3D visual creation tasks – especially as we
move to an era of virtual- and augmentedreality (VR/AR) content.
While time will tell whether an army
of creatives will be convinced to switch
allegiances, one question stands out: is
Microsoft’s device strategy a threat to its longterm hardware partners?

Owning it all

Apple has long been in control of its entire
product experience, across both hardware
and software, by bringing to market
complete Apple-branded devices. Conversely,
Microsoft’s play has traditionally been to
create the operating system that enables an
ecosystem of hardware vendors to handle the
go-to market.
In a period of ever-tighter hardware
margins and slumping device sales – even the
trend-bucking MacBook is on the slide – why
is Microsoft now making stronger moves into
the hardware game?
Contrary to the tribulations of most market
players, the quarterly revenues of Microsoft’s

Surface range of devices rose in 2016; an
increase of 38% to $926 million (as of end
September 2016) from $672 million in the
same quarter in 2015.
looking beyond the financial motivations,
HP’s VP for customer experience for personal
systems, Mike nash, says Microsoft’s move
into hardware comes down to two strategic
factors. “Firstly, it’s about category creation,
showing what’s possible in the Windows
ecosystem. Secondly, it’s about creating
aspirational products that show it’s ok for
OEMs to follow some of those ideas.”
Julia Atalla, senior director, product
marketing for commercial devices at
Microsoft, agrees. “Microsoft has been thrilled
with the opportunities we’ve presented in
the marketplace, the opportunities to create
or define new categories. We’ve seen among
our partners and customers that people have
responded incredibly well to that,” she says.
“When you look at some of the OEM devices
that come out that are similar to a Surface
Pro, for example, it’s exactly what we want –
people using the latest version of Windows on
the latest and greatest devices.”

Is it all good?

looking beyond the category creation angle,
how do partner vendors feel about Microsoft
encroaching into their territory?

analysis

local is lacking

When it comes to local availability of Microsoft’s flagship range,
the answer is somewhat frustrating. Although there are some
grey imports of Surface Pro tablets available through certain
online retailers, Microsoft hasn’t officially launched any Surface
devices locally yet. Being US-based, Microsoft’s Julia Atalla is
unable to give a clear answer as to the ‘if’ or ‘when’, but she does
provide a strategic overview of the factors involved. She says:
“We look at each market and conduct a business analysis, look

Publically, at least, the answer is positive.
David Schmoock, president, global client
solutions sales, Dell, summarises it well. “We
[Dell and Microsoft] share a common goal:
expanding the Windows ecosystem. We work
closely together to provide our customers with
a broad choice of solutions that take advantage
of everything Windows 10 has to offer,” he says.
In terms of creating aspirational products,
nash believes Microsoft’s investments into
hardware have resulted in increased Windows
penetration in more high-end segments.
“Microsoft has inspired a lot of vendors,
including HP, to follow. I’ve no hard proof,
but the premium category has grown at the
same time – it’s unlikely to be a coincidence.
The price points they [Microsoft] focus on are
often above the budgets for many customers.
We bring premium products to market that
are more mainstream," he says.
nash believes a significant benefit for
vendors such as HP is that these premium
products create a ‘halo’ for the rest of
the product line. “The things we learn
from premium products help improve
less expensive products. So we can take
features from premium and see what we
can apply elsewhere. There’s also a customer
recommendation factor based on premium
end experiences,” he says.
While the AIO and convertible tablet
segments are being supercharged by the
Surface range, Microsoft’s Hololens is part
of a relatively new category that could
result in the likes of ASUS, Acer and lenovo,
among others, leapfrogging much of the R&D

at pipeline opportunities and potential. We also look at fit for
the device in the market, and then government requirements
and certifications.” This last point is particularly apt. Given the
delays faced in getting nRCS clearance to bring new electronic
devices into the country currently sits at over 400 days in some
instances, it’s probably fair to say, even if Microsoft did decide
to bring any of the Surface range to South Africa, it wouldn’t be
here any time soon.

“in a period of ever-tighter
hardware margins and
slumping device sales –
even the trend-bucking
macbook is on the slide – why
is microsoft now making
stronger moves into the
hardware game?”
process necessary to compete with VR/AR
specialists such as Oculus. Google struggled
to take its Glass AR project to the next level;

Microsoft’s plan is to produce a
high-end reference device and then
tap hardware community partners
to spread the technology wider. At
a current price of $3 000, nash’s
comment about partners opening up
new price points seems especially
relevant.
Ultimately, whether it’s Microsoft
and Apple taking swipes at each
other or Microsoft opening the
doors for its OEM partners, it all
results in innovation in the name of
competition. And as Schmoock says: “From a
product standpoint, competition is good for
customers.”

noTablE omission
Any article dissecting Microsoft’s device strategy would be incomplete without mention of its
phone offerings. Having tried to replicate its Windows OEM ecosystem model into the mobile
phone and pocket PC market from the mid-1990s onwards, Microsoft roped in a number of
partners and got operators on board. But, over the course of the past two decades Microsoft
has never gained significant momentum in this space, despite the acquisition of one-time
mobile phone leader nokia in 2014. In 2015, over $7.5 billion was written off on the acquisition.
Currently, Microsoft offers a couple of handsets using nokia’s former lumia brand locally
through resellers and network operators. Microsoft’s Julia Atalla describes these as “strong
business devices” that run Windows 10, and thanks to Continuum, the device can plug into
an external monitor to provide a PC-like experience. Analyst estimates put Microsoft as
accounting for less than one percent of global smartphone market share.
When quizzed about its mobile ambitions, Microsoft’s general response is that it’s one of
the largest app developers on other smartphone platforms, so it seems to have accepted that
there’s more than one way to skin a cat, or to eat an apple.
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stock
watch

products

Z240
Category:

Workstation

Brand:

HP

RRP:

on request

Distributors:

axizworkgroup, 011 237 7000;
drive control corporation, 011 201 8927;
Pinnacle, 011 265 3000;
Tarsus Technologies, 011 531 1000

Date of availability: available now

specifications

intel core i7-6700K processor (8m cache, up to 4.2 gHz)
intel Hd graphics 530 (integrated) – upgradeable with a variety of
Professional Series graphics cards

prosafe Xs716E

HP 16gb (2x8gb) ddr4-2133 nEcc ram (supporting up to 64gb nonEcc, ddr4 2133 mT/s)

Category:
Brand:

netgear

HP Z Turbo drive g2 256gb SSd

RRP:

r29 999 (excluding VaT)

Windows 10 Pro 64

Distributors:

duxbury networking, luned lira, 011 351 9800

usps

integrated m.2 slot for expansion cards and connectors, freeing up
a Pcie slot to use for HP Z Turbo drives or other devices, such as
Thunderbolt
next-generation intel processors
nVidia or amd graphics, memory, and two optional ultra-fast HP
Z Turbo drives

Ethernet switch

Date of availability: available now

specifications

16-port 10-gigabit Ethernet web-managed
Virtual lan support
internet trafﬁc prioritisation through netgear’s QoS feature
internet group management Protocol network trafﬁc snooping

up to 64 gb ddr4 Ecc memory

Port trunking/link aggregation

choice of Windows 7, Windows 10 or linux operating systems.

rate limiting
Trafﬁc monitoring

usps

Twice as many ports, in the same form factor, as netgear’s XS708 8-port
version
designed to optimise network performance
complements 10-gigabit solutions for improved network capacity and
speed
ideal for smaller workgroups requiring high bandwidth for sharing,
collaborating, editing and publishing high-density content such as video or
animation.
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Functionality to
improve your
productivity
and workﬂow

my book

Duplex Printing,
Copy, Scan, Fax

Category:

desktop storage

Brand:

Wd

RRP:

r1 699

Distributors:

drive control corporation, robyn du Preez, 011
201 8927; Pinnacle, Sune blom, 011 265 3000

Date of availability: available now

specifications

Password protection with hardware encryption

The smarter
way to print

automatic backup with included Wd backup software
up to 8Tb capacity
uSb 3.0 port; uSb 2.0 compatible
Two-year limited warranty

Energy Star
High Deﬁnition Colour
LED Technology
Environmental Impact

usps

Equipped with Wd backup software and apple Time machine
compatibility to ensure ﬁles don’t get lost. Set it to run automatically
and back up important ﬁles
Works well with acronis True image Wd Edition software to schedule
complete system backups
The drive’s built-in 256-bit aES hardware encryption with Wd
Security software helps keep content private and safe

Wd Security can be set to automatically unlock the drive on a host
computer, saving time having to key in a password every time.

www.facebook.com/OKI.SouthAfrica/
//twitter.com/OKI_SouthAfrica
www.linkedin.com/company/oki-south-africa
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officejet pro 7740wF
Category:

multifunction printer

Brand:

HP

RRP:

r3 599

Distributors:

axizWorkgroup, anne-marie Warren,
011 237 7401; drive control corporation, caron de
fortier, 011 201 8927; Tarsus Technologies, magda
Snyders, 011 531 1000

Date of availability: available now

specifications

Print, copy, scan and fax
fits a3 and a4 paper
automatic two-sided printing
35-page automatic document feeder

Taskalfa 2552ci
Category:

multifunction printer

Brand:

Kyocera

RRP:

on request

Distributor:

Kyocera document Solutions, brandon Zabielski,
011 595 2652

Date of availability: available now

6.75cm touchscreen
Paper input capacity of up to 500 sheets

usps

automatic two-sided printing allows for fast print speeds, with an auto
document feeder
Tap and swipe the smartphone-style colour touchscreen for timesaving
shortcuts
Help protect information and access to conﬁdential print jobs with HP
Jetadvantage Private Print.

specifications

up to 25 pages per minute a4 in black and white, and colour
comprehensive ﬁnishing (stapling, punching) options including a
space-saving inner ﬁnisher and booklet ﬁnisher
Standard print resolution of 1 200 x 1 200 dpi, 2 bit depth (equivalent
to 4 800 × 1 200 dpi)
Selectable one-path duplex- and two reversing document processors
Paper handling from a6 up to Sra3 and beyond for up to 7 150
sheets
comprehensive support for all state-of-the-art mobile
communications
up to 300gsm paper weight supported in all trays

usp

Kyocera’s new range of multifunction printers have been awarded a
buyer’s lab (bli) Pick of Summer 2016 for: outstanding achievement
for innovation for the waste toner bottle design of the iriS series.
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best of the best
in this issue of The Margin, we’ve tested five high-end smartPhones to find out what they
have in store, and if they should be added to yours.

smartphone to last more than two days on a full charge, with
regular everyday usage.

by AnDRÉ SCHIlD
pHoToGRApHy ASSORTED

Operating system

m

odern day smartphones offer so much – browsing the
internet, gaming, videoconferencing, navigating and digitally
discovering the world, remote-controlling your home,
computers, TV, nAS and numerous other media devices. In addition,
cheap and expensive models alike can be used to listen to music,
break the language barrier, watch videos, manage your finances,
check the weather, order a cab, book a flight, hotel or restaurant.

Why go high-end?

In practice, high-end smartphones offer higher-grade material,
better protection from the elements, console-level gaming, the best
performance, highest image and video quality and most innovative
functionality. The latest generation of smartphones has the potential
to significantly increase productivity. They’re also generally more
future-proof since they should enjoy the longest operating and app
support. Unfortunately, getting a high-end, flagship phone doesn’t
automatically imply a higher level of usability.
High-end smartphones are, however, now more expensive
than ever. Even to the point where it’s possible to purchase two
notebooks for the price of just one premium, flagship smartphone.
The explosion of increased functionality over the years, improved
screens, as well as faster hardware also takes its toll on battery
life. While innovations abound elsewhere, no substantial, cuttingedge breakthrough has yet been made to enable a premium

A good implementation of the operating system greatly enhances the
overall user experience and ease of use. Combined, iOS and Android
are currently running on more than 99% of the world’s smartphones.
Microsoft is desperately trying to gain more market share with its
Windows 10 Mobile OS, but has been unsuccessful and is down to
just 0.6% globally, according to Gartner.

Security

In general, iOS proves easier to work with, especially for those not
that tech-savvy, and by default currently more secure than Android.
nonetheless, good steps have been made in version 7 of Google’s
mobile OS, nougat. Still, Android devices require extra, thirdparty security software to be installed in order to raise protection,
increase privacy, prevent identity theft and mitigate leaking of digital
corporate assets.

Picture perfect

All major smartphone brands are putting a lot of focus on the cameras,
particularly on unique features to set them apart from the competition.
Manufacturers using dual backside-located cameras, more lEDs to
aid in difficult low-light scenarios, bigger sensors, snappier zooming,
higher light sensitivity and more megapixels. What really makes
a difference is the incorporation of Optical Image Stabilisation to
compensate for shaky hands, in contrast to the inferior and cheaper
Digital Image Stabilisation, which uses software algorithms to smooth
things out.

Test conditions
all ﬁve smartphones were thoroughly tested

impact on the overall score since none of the

defaults, to rule out optimisation of any kind. in

over an extensive period of time to see how they

fancy features are of use when there’s no more

each case, all other settings and options have

perform. Their overall score is based on screen

energy left.

been left to the standard values as determined

quality, hardware performance, design quality,
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before commencing the test procedure, all

general ease of use, image/video capture quality

phones were completely updated to the latest

and battery life. The latter had an extra heavy

oS and app versions and then reset to factory
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by the manufacturers themselves.
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comparative

review
Apple iPhone 7 (Plus)
rrp:

R12 000, R15 499 (7 Plus)

distributor:

Core Group

product page:

apple.com/za/iphone-7/

screen size:

4.7-inch, 5.5-inch (7 Plus)

os:

iOS

storage:

32GB and up (non-expandable)

Water-resistant:
cameras:

Yes
Front 7MP,
Back 12MP
(dual cameras on 7 Plus)

Weight:

138g, 188g (7 Plus)

Screen quality:

8/10

Usability:

9/10

Performance:

9/10

Camera:

9/10

8/10

Overall:

Battery life:
Design:

8.5/10

apple’s latest generation iPhone comes in two
sizes and looks a lot like its predecessor. The legacy
3.5mm audio-connector has been replaced by a
lightning connector, which has led to quite a lot of
controversy. The new iPhone 7 and 7 Plus are the
ﬁrst in apple’s line up to be ofﬁcially water- and
dust-resistant and come pre-installed with ioS
version 10.
The screen of the iPhone 7 (Plus) hasn’t been
signiﬁcantly improved with new technology and
battery life has only been marginally prolonged.
Still, both models offer razor sharp image and
text display quality and full day operation on a
full charge. The iPhone 7 (Plus) has been ﬁtted
with faster internal hardware, a much better front
and back camera, improved sound output and
increased storage space. it’s the only smartphone
in this comparative review that doesn’t allow for
expanding internal storage space afterwards,
though.
unfortunately, the iPhone doesn’t support
wireless charging like the Samsung galaxy S7 (Edge)
and takes quite a long time to completely charge. its
ﬁngerprint reader works like a charm and the true
optical zoom on the iPhone 7 Plus is a great feature
for anybody keen on excellent photography.

2
Samsung Galaxy S7 (Edge)
Samsung’s galaxy S7 and S7 Edge ﬂagship phones
are both equipped with outstanding cameras, are
water- and dust-resistant, feature a superb screen,
are high performers and offer excellent battery life.
Particularly when watching video, the device will
keep going for more than 15 hours straight due to
the superior amolEd screen technology.
although Samsung has tried to keep its android
implementation as simple as possible it can’t quite
match up to apple’s ioS in terms of simplicity and
intuitiveness, but offers an incredible amount of
options and settings to tweak. The galaxy S7 (Edge)
houses 32gb of internal storage space that can
be extended by using a microSd memory card. it
also supports wireless charging through additional
accessories and charges very quickly. as with the
iPhone 7 (Plus), the front-located ﬁngerprint reader
does its job capably.
The galaxy S7 Edge is almost identical to the
regular S7, with the most profound change being
the slightly bigger, curved screen. This innovative
feature doesn’t just add to the overall aesthetics,
but actually offers some nifty functionality by
enabling new menus, additional widgets and display
information.

rrp:
distributor:
product page:
screen size:

R13 999, R15 999 (Edge)
Partner operators only
goo.gl/UuvGwb
5.1-inch, 5.5-inch (Edge)

os:
storage:

Android
32GB (expandable)
Yes

Water-resistant:
cameras:
Weight:

Front 5MP, Back 12MP
152g, 157g (Edge)

Screen quality:

8/10

Usability:

9/10

Performance:

9/10

Camera:

9/10

Battery life:

8/10

Overall:

Design:

8.5/10
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Digital
Logistics
The only way to
transact with your
distributor

Don’t let your distribution partner be the weakest link in
your cloud and customer fulﬁlment projects. Sign up
on BlueSky from Westcon-Comstor and realise the true
potential of digital aggregation from a single platform.
“Our revolutionary BlueSky platform is cloud business
intelligence that radically simpliﬁes order, delivery and
management of your cloud services. BlueSky always
keeps you at the centre of your cloud business.”
Why should you rely on BlueSky?
With powerful real-time analytics capabilities BlueSky
lets you take advantage of unmatched insights into
service usage and trends of your clients, enabling you
to be proactive in your upsell and cross-sell opportunities.
Not just an online portal!
With BlueSky’s built in automated processes you can
enable better service performance management of the
entire cloud services delivery lifecycle. You can take
advantage of analytics, alerts and real-time event notiﬁcations, all of which help you better address customer needs
and ultimately make better business decisions.

For more information please contact:
Ryan Eke
+27 11 848 9083
ryan.eke@westcon.com

What’s under the hood?
• Efﬁciently manage the customer-service lifecycle from
order and deployment to invoicing and renewal.
• Buy and sell physical and digital products through a
single portal.
• Brand cloud services as your own, enhancing your
business's reputation and relevance.
• Customise your dashboard for greater visibility of a
variety of metrics and information to not only manage
your business, but cloud services performance as
well.
Don’t just sell the cloud, be part of the cloud, enable the
cloud in your business and deliver services to your
customers from the cloud with BlueSky.
It is easy to join. It is easy to deploy. It is even easier to
procure product and services with BlueSky.
Drive your cloud journey with Westcon-Comstor Southern
Africa and BlueSky

1 Tugela Lane, Westcon Building,
Waterfall Logistics Precinct, Corner
of Bridal Veil Road and R101,
Jukskei View, 2090
www.westcon.com

comparative

review
Sony xperia xZ
rrp:
distributor:

R12 999
Partner operators only

product page:

goo.gl/Hwnnns

screen size:

3

5.2-inch

os:

Android

storage:

32GB (expandable)

Water-resistant:
cameras:

Yes
Front 13MP, Back 23MP

Weight:

Screen quality:

8/10

Usability:

8/10
7/10

7.5/10

Camera:

Battery life:

7/10

Overall:

Design:

8/10

Performance:

distributor:
product page:

R10 999
Vodacom only
goo.gl/zHn3e0

screen size:

5.7-inch

os:

Android

storage:
Water-resistant:
cameras:
Weight:

Sony’s latest ﬂagship phone has relatively sharp
edges on the top and bottom and uses a modern
uSb-c connector to charge and transfer data.
The Xperia XZ is water- and dust-resistant and
has good screen contrast and brightness levels,
although general screen quality can’t match that
of the Samsung galaxy S7 (Edge). it also feels
very durable and sturdy. battery life and raw
performance are also not on par with that of the
apple and Samsung devices, but still good.
The ﬁngerprint reader is integrated in the on/
off switch on the right side of the phone and sound
quality is impressive. although Sony boasts thrilling
camera speciﬁcations, captured image quality fails
to match up to the expectations it generates.

4

lG V20
rrp:

161g

64GB (expandable)
no
Front 5MP, Back 16MP + 8MP
173g

The lg V20 is a remarkably solid, well-built and
beautiful looking smartphone. it’s a shame it isn’t
ofﬁcially water- and dust-resistant, though. The
device facilitates easily swapping of the battery,
which is unique in today’s high-end smartphone
market. another distinctive feature is its second
screen that sits on top of the main screen, enabling
extra icons, information and notiﬁcations. in
addition, the V20 comes pre-installed with the
latest android version 7 (nougat). Sound quality is
excellent and the cameras are able to deliver great
footage and cool options, although not on par with
the iPhone 7 (Plus) and galaxy S7 (Edge).
The rear-mounted ﬁngerprint reader works
quickly and precisely. The main screen quality,
performance and battery life are good, but nothing
to make an unforgettable impression. by default,
the V20 houses 64gb of storage space where all the
other models only come with 32gb.

Usability:

8/10

Performance:

7.5/10

Camera:

8/10

Battery life:

6.5/10

Overall:

Design:

7.5/10

Screen quality:

7/10
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Huawei P9
RRP:

R12 999

Distributor:

Mustek

Product page:

5

goo.gl/pYutNI

Screen size:

5.2-inch

OS:

Android

Storage:

32GB (expandable)

Water-resistant:
Cameras:

No
Front 8MP, Back 12MP (dual)

Weight:

144g

With the Huawei P9, the brand delivers a
smartphone that’s thin, sleek and elegantly
designed. Unfortunately, the device isn’t officially
resistant to water or dust. The P9 also doesn’t
excel in the camera department since it lacks
optical image stabilisation and can’t shoot video in
4K resolution. This is somewhat surprising, since
Huawei markets the P9 as a device that should
theoretically offer ground-breaking, dual-lens
technology, co-engineered with Leica.
Moreover, screen content is not as comfortable
to read in direct sunlight and battery life fails to
impress. Performance, on the other hand, is almost
as good as the Samsung Galaxy S7. As with all
the other tested smartphones, the rear-located
fingerprint reader does the job.

Screen quality:

6.5/10

7/10

Usability:

8/10

Camera:

Battery life:

6.5/10

Overall:

Design:

7.5/10

Performance:

6.5/10

In conclusion

After carefully testing these five high-end smartphones, four of which run on Android, Samsung’s Galaxy S7 (Edge) comes out on top. It
features an outstanding screen, incredible battery life and impressive camera. If you’re not into Samsung, but still want to stick to the
Android platform, Sony’s Xperia XZ device is a great runner up. Although far from disappointing, battery life of LG’s V20 and Huawei’s P9
simply fail to impress. The same goes for the screen and camera quality of the P9.
Anybody that isn’t keen on Android, for security and/or usability reasons, will find the iPhone 7 (Plus) to be the sleekest, fastest
and most innovative iPhone to date and also Apple’s first to be water- and dust-resistant. Its camera is as impressive as Samsung’s
counterpart, runs on the excellent iOS 10 operating system and delivers great stereo sound, but lacks the legacy 3.5mm audio jack.
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The power to overachieve.

Made
for doing

Made to
collaborate

Made
to move

Stunning presentations or
personal stories in minutes
with PowerPoint Designer.

Create amazing stories and
documents together with
real-time coauthoring.

Share documents and photos
across all your devices with
1 TB of cloud storage.

Exclusively with

Application availability varies by device. Get 1 TB of cloud storage with Ofﬁce 365 subscription only.
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Going bimodal:
two sides to the story

Technology

Jargon

buster
The phrase represents
a move to creating new
innovative solutions,
while leaving the legacy
approach to keep running.
But is it simply creating
silos?
by Matthew Burbidge
photography 123RF

W h at d o e s i t m e a n ? ‘Bimodal’ is
the practice of managing two separate but
coherent styles of work, says Gartner, the
inventor of the term. One mode is focused
on predictability; the other on exploration.
The company says combining the ‘predictable
evolution of products and technologies (mode
one) with the new and innovative (mode
two), is the essence of an enterprise bimodal
capability’.
Why is it so popular, and is
t h e r e a b ette r way o f say i n g
i t ? Bimodal has, by now, become a wellbeloved term in the IT lexicon and is probably
a great comfort to many in the C Suite. It
has a Zen-like simplicity, and is both forward
and backward looking. It also covers all
eventualities.
Other research houses, however, aren’t
convinced.

Forrester published a report this year titled
The False Promise of Bimodal IT in which
it said it was only a ‘partial’ transformation
strategy that resulted in two separate groups
working at different speeds. A better approach,
notes Forrester, is a ‘fast and connected’ route
instead of a ‘slow and siloed’ approach.
W h o p l ays i n t h i s s pace ? Peter
Sondergaard, senior vice president at Gartner
Research, told reporters at this year’s
Gartner Symposium in Cape Town, there
was enormous pressure coming to bear on
CIOs to keep running stable operations while
delivering innovation.
He said that close to 40% of organisations
have some kind of bimodal activity in IT,
but CIOs were still wrestling with how they
could deliver with both modes from one

For Jon Tullett, research manager for IT
services at IDC sub-Saharan Africa, if 40% of
businesses have some kind of bimodal activity,
then this 40% ‘have a problem to solve’.
He says there are isolated instances when
a bimodal approach may work, such as a
company embarking a completely new line of
business, such as a retailer moving into logistics.
‘Most of the time’ however, the approach
had proved in IDC’s experience to be
ineffective.
“The biggest problem we have is that
it somehow segregates your legacy
infrastructure from your innovative
infrastructure. And there’s no real bridge
between them.”
He said most organisations don’t have two
separate IT budgets and skills sets and don’t
have the resources to pull it off.
He added that a bimodal
approach was ‘kind of academic.
Reality is a lot grimier'.

“Increasingly, every business
is becoming a digital business
and this journey is critical to
survival.”
organisation, or if they decided to split the
organisation, how to ensure that it operated in
a consistent and integrated manner. Or to put
it another way; ‘it’s about deciding whether
you run dual structures, or a single structure
with dual purposes’.
He also said it was important to set the
right kind of metrics for the organisation that
determine success, both in running scalable
operations that are secure, while delivering
change.

Can we make money from
i t ? Increasingly, every business is
becoming a digital business and this
journey is critical to survival. If you’re
not thinking about how you help
your company or clients transform to become
a digital business, while still protecting the
core assets, you should be.
Lee Weldon, managing vice president at
Gartner, told this reporter that 'if a CIO was
sitting back and saying we don’t need any of
that strategic thinking or exploration, by the
time you realise it, it’s usually too late’.
“The risk is that you’re flying blind by not
doing any of exploration or strategic thinking,"
he says.
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how Ai, AutomAtion
And robotics Are coming together.
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the promise of Industry 4.0 is enticing: “The
First Industrial Revolution used steam power
to mechanise production. The Second used
electric power to create mass production.
The Third used electronics and information
technology to automate production. now a
Fourth Industrial Revolution is building on
the Third. It's characterised by a fusion of
technologies that's blurring the lines between
the physical, digital, and biological spheres,”
says Schwab.
That fusion is changing how we work. not
the endless speculation about millennials
wanting to work at home (who doesn’t?),
but more fundamental tasks. Why do stock
takes when CCTV cameras and RFID can track
stock in real time? Why employ a permanent
accountant when a machine can manage
transactions? Why spend fortunes on market
reports if an artificial intelligence agent
churning data can deliver insight faster?

n IoT.nxt’s boardroom, four huge flatpanels
dominate one of the walls. The screens light
up, displaying various graphs and stats.
These all reflect one of the company’s clients, a
major mining firm.
It’s impressive: the interface shows how
loads of ore are mined, hauled and processed
through various stages. According to nico
The automated world
Steyn, IoT.nxt CEO, this changed everything:
There are three distinct categories fuelling
at least one of the processes were never
Industry 4.0: AI, robotics and automation/
even recorded, while the rest relied on
orchestration. Each deserves an article of its
handwritten notes or spreadsheets that were
own, but explained expediently: AI is software
cumbersomely quantified every day. now,
that completes certain tasks autonomously
thanks to the help of sensors and a layer of
and can improve itself; robotics is a machine
Internet of Things (IoT) bridging technology,
that does a physical task autonomously;
those gaps are not only plugged, but the quality
and automation/orchestration is any task or
of data is vastly better and delivered in real
process that isn’t done manually.
time. The mine’s CEO now apparently sleeps
with his tablet.
“Our job is to challenge traditional
thinking, but not to rip and replace”
says Steyn. “If IoT is done right, it is
still your business, only better.”
He then displayed another
customer, a car service operation,
where security cameras are used
to track every vehicle. Real-time
reports are sent to employee
Reggie Bradford, Oracle
devices, indicating the status
of every car, estimated time
of its process and even if the
The octane in the tank that’s making this
customer needs it delivered – all achieved
burn brightly now is big data and the power
by connecting existing hardware to digital
of cloud platforms. Big data delivers the
platforms through IoT wizardry. And it took
substance that improves the above categories,
only a few weeks to implement.
while cloud offers supercomputing on the
“Most companies already have silos of
cheap, so robust platforms and systems that
technology. We break those down and have
chew data and implement the findings are
them talk to each other, to create something
bordering on commodities.
better.”
This is unleashing formerly docile and
Welcome to 4.0
underdeveloped technologies. Reggie
This is the promise of 'Industry 4.0' or the
Bradford, SVP of product development at
'Fourth Industrial Revolution', a phrase
Oracle, believes AI will be not the next big
technologists throw around with abandon. It's
thing, but THE big thing: “AI will be a bigger
often attributed to Professor Klaus Schwab,
transformation than mobile. It's automating
founder of the World Economic Forum and
tasks that were traditionally mundane, thus
a long-time advocate of using technology
making us more efficient and effective. There
to evolve companies beyond bottom-line
isn’t a space in life that won’t be impacted
chasers. But even if profit is the only motive,
by AI.”

“ai will be a bigger
transformation than mobile.
There isn’t a space in life that
won’t be impacted by ai.”
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Tap into The Margin
If you love The Margin but prefer to view content online, then we’ve got
some great news for you!!
The Margin’s website has been refurbished and upgraded. To get your fill of the information you need about key developments in the channel visit themargin.co.za.
With new and web-exclusive content regularly added, make sure you subscribe to our
newsletter service to stay in touch with what’s happening in your industry.
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Technology and business for the channel… now online.
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“Though automation will
certainly benefit from ai,
it’s not a vital component
just yet. Even seemingly
rudimentary if-this-thenthat systems are still highly
effective”
Andre Zitzke, SAS

This assertion is true: since discovering
the profound effect big data has on it, AI has
been exploding. But it’s also very cutting edge
and thus expensive to invest in. Fortunately
automation is not yet beholden to AI. Andre
Zitzke, solution specialist: analytics at SAS,
highlights many of the new names in the AI
world, such as machine learning (a type of
single-focus or ‘thin’ AI), include methods
and systems that have been around for a
lot longer. Though automation will certainly
benefit from AI, it’s not a vital component just
yet. Even seemingly rudimentary if-this-thenthat systems are still highly effective: “The
applications I’ve been hearing about are more
around building rules. Did a warning signal
come in? Then do this or that,” says Ztizke.
He adds that IoT and other big data
pipelines will build on that and move towards
AI: “now we have a lot of data we want to see
what we can learn from that. This is where
machine learning comes in to take the next
step of progression. The traditional rule-based
approach allows the analytics portion to learn
from those processes.”

Big leaps in little steps

Automation should be the key focus in this
transformation, reinforced with analytics and
eventual expansion into AI. This is also the
easier path: it’s becoming cheaper and faster
to connect existing environments with digital
back-ends. A simple sensor can give a door
intelligence, a loyalty card can build a customer
profile, a drone can capture 3D data for
planning room installations.
Industry 4.0 is very broad, so much so that
a handful of categories hide the real grain
of its surface. So it’s hard to quantify what
the impact will be on any business. Every
company should identify its goals and then
investigate the possibilities. It may be as
relatively simple as adding automation to an
existing CRM or feeding a fleet’s tracking data
into other areas of the business.
But take heart that you don’t need a big
bang approach, just a steady journey of
discovery where the new is introduced to the
established. AI, robotics and automation are
changing the world, by removing mundane
tasks out of manual hands. Any business can
start with pockets of Industry 4.0 and build
on that. The only mistake would be to ignore
this trend.

Where are we starting to feel the impact of ai, robotics
and automation? Here are three examples:

Chatbots

AI masquerading as people are
becoming quite commonplace
on websites. Currently, chatbot
technology has its flaws and
there are numerous examples of
customers who have frustrating
conversations with virtual
agents. But they are increasingly
being used to help channel
queries to the right agents, with
humans taking over with deeper
help when things get a little
more complicated – think of the
automated IVR telephone tree
systems when dialling into call
centres.

robotic shelves

not everyone is Amazon, so not
everyone can afford to build a
custom factory where robotics
move shelves around. But this
trial is a glimpse of the future:
human packers work at the
edges, while mobile shelves sit
in the centre, stacked against
each other. The shelves are able
to move themselves out of the
pack efficiently whenever items
they carry are required, and the
system can even predict what
shelf will be called and dispatch
it ahead of time.

autonomous
lettuce

Farming yields are actually not
great: if a farm can produce
above 50%, it’s doing well.
Hitting a yield of over 90% is
just one of the goals at Spread’s
Robofarm – an automated
factory that grows lettuce.
Currently being built in Japan,
the prototype’s automation also
aims to cut power costs by a
third while eventually delivering
ten times as many heads of
lettuce.
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the rAce to commerciAlise
ArtificiAl intelligence hAs begun
– who Are the big vendors? And
whAt Are they uP to?
by ADRIAn HInCHClIFFE
illusTraTion ZACH HOOSEn

F

ans of the Terminator movies know
Skynet as the artificial intelligence
system that orchestrates robots to
conquer humanity. It’s not the only sci-fi
example of AI taking over. But it’s this fictionfuelled fear that a new industry alliance hopes
to overcome. Simply called ‘Partnership on
AI’ the group brings together IBM, Google,
Amazon, Facebook and Microsoft to ‘set
best practices, provide an open platform
and advance the public’s understanding of
AI’. According to Andrew Shuman, corporate
VP: products for technology and research,
Microsoft, the general ethos behind artificial
intelligence is to augment the human
experience, not to replace it.
While these tech giants are working
together to allay suspicions created by
Hollywood’s scaremongering and labour
unions, they’re also competing in a land
grab to spread and commercialise AI. Google
CEO Sundar Pichai said at the launch of the

company’s Pixel phone in October that the
last ten years have been about building a
mobile-first world, but in the next decade
“we will shift to a world that’s AI-first". Much
acquisition activity and developments by
these five featured companies have taken
place in the past year or two. As we enter this
era what are these tech superpowers doing in
the race to AI leadership?

Alphabet

With an eponymous brand for search,
penetration among consumers and
enterprises, a reasonably strong cloud and
datacentre position, a history for scientific
innovation including pioneering self-driving
cars, Google and holding company Alphabet
are well positioned when it comes to AI.
DeepMind was bought by Google
(now under the Alphabet umbrella) for
approximately £400 million in 2014. The most
famous example of DeepMind’s prowess is
when its AlphaGo agent beat world champion
lee Sedol at ancient strategy game Go, earlier
this year. This is significant, as Go requires not
just strategic thinking but also intuition.
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Google has tapped the power of DeepMind
itself, with the most significant stated
development being a 40% energy saving
in cooling in Google’s datacentres. Another
development within Google’s datacentres
is the inclusion of TPUs, Tensor Processing
Units, a custom-built chipset tailored for
machine learning. Google claims the order of
performance optimisation achieved by TPUs
is “roughly equivalent to fast-forwarding
technology about seven years into the future".
In late 2015, DeepMind started moving
projects to using the Google Brain team’s
open source TensorFlow library framework.
This is suited to perceptual and language
understanding and has been used by Google in
many of its products from speech recognition to
Google Photos. Other examples of where AI is
surfacing within Google’s services are numerous,
from the autocorrect on search results,
to Google Home, its Pixel phones and Allo
messaging app that feature Google Assistant.
When it comes to making services more
widely available, Google Cloud Machine

services of Alexa and integrate into their own
connected apps or devices. Amazon has been
slow to roll out its Echo and Alexa services
beyond north America and key European
markets, but the dominance it has with its
AWS cloud offering does give it a significant
infrastructure advantage.

Facebook

A relative newcomer to the field, Facebook
only seriously entered AI three years ago
when it launched FAIR (Facebook’s Artificial
Intelligence Research). But if there’s one thing
Facebook does well, it’s scale at pace – 1.7
billion general users in 12 years is testament
to that. The amount of personal data it
holds, its penetration among consumers and
businesses and the collaborative approach it
has taken are all feathers in Facebook’s cap.
CEO Mark Zuckerberg said in April that the
use of bots for automated communication
would be a key area of focus for the company,
and a good channel to market given for over
50 million businesses using Facebook as
a point of presence and contact
with customers. Indeed, Facebook
launched its Bot Engine at the
annual 'F8 Developer' conference
in April. This allows developers to
build bots to act as the automated
voice and text contact mechanisms
through Facebook’s Messenger
platform or interact with M,
Facebook’s personal assistant.
In addition to FAIR, which is
largely research-focused, Facebook
also has an Applied Machine
learning division, which aims to
apply AI concepts to products. AMl’s work
includes improving algorithms for ranking
feeds, ads, search and language translation.
AMl was responsible for turning work created
by FAIR into DeepText, a text translation tool
that classifies and understands content in
thousands of posts per second, in more than
20 different languages.
FAIR and AMl, along with other AI
engineers and developers within Facebook,
collaborate using FBlearnerFlow – an end-toend research and engineering pipeline.

“amazon CEo Jeff bezos said
earlier this year that ai was ‘a
big deal at amazon’, and the
company now has more than
a thousand people working
on Echo and alexa.”
nicholas leck, EOH MC
learning is a managed service that enables
developers to build ‘trained’ machine learning
models using TensorFlow.

Amazon

E-tailer and cloud industry founder, Amazon
offers Amazon Machine learning – a managed
service for building machine learning models
and generating predictions. The company
claims its suite of tools, algorithms and
techniques don’t require “an extensive
background in machine learning” to use. Its
services are available on a cloud pricing and
per unit usage model.
Amazon’s acquisition of Alexa Internet,
at the time an ‘intelligent’ search engine, in
1999 for $250 million marked the start of
Amazon’s journey into search, and later AI.
Today Alexa is the voice-enabled AI agent
that feeds Amazon’s smart home personal
assistants – Echo and Echo Dot – with voice
recognition services. Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos
said earlier this year that AI was ‘a big deal
at Amazon’, and the company now has more
than a thousand people working on Echo and
Alexa. Amazon does make SDKs available
for external developers to access the voice
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IBM

IBM has been working on AI for some time.
In 1997, IBM’s DeepBlue defeated world
champion Garry Kasparov at chess. Watson
is probably the best-known example in the
space and IBM’s main play in AI. In 2010,
Watson won US TV quiz show Jeopardy!
beating two human champions. Watson’s
victory demonstrated a previously unseen
ability for a computer, albeit a supercomputer,
to understand language nuances.
Watson has been described as a set of
approximately 50 different technologies
channelled into a set of APIs that developers

are able to plug into. The portfolio of APIs is
split into four areas: language, speech, data
insights and vision. These APIs are a nod to
the fact that IBM realises innovation and
adoption will be spurred by collaborating with
an ecosystem.
Watson has been deployed to a wide range
of solutions, but Watson Health is the first
sector-specific business unit to be spun out.
IBM CEO Gina Rometty outlined that AI is
just one part of a broader cognitive strategy
that brings together cloud, analytics and
Internet of Things – areas the company is
focusing its investments. IBM is planning to
invest $3 billion to couple Watson’s power to
the Internet of Things.

Microsoft

Remember the helpful paperclip from 1990s
Office, who would offer advice about writing

The vendor

briefing

what does it take to scale ai?

The companies mentioned here have, to differing degrees, a number of key assets that help
to position them at the forefront of the AI AI land grab. Key to their success is likely to be:
aCCEss To a
signiFiCanT
a m o u n T o F d a T a to
enable machine learning.

Cloud
inFrasTruCTurE
across numerous datacentres
– often with proprietary
hardware tailored for AI.

inTErnal ai
E X p E r T s and a library of
algorithms.

disTribuTion
C h a n n E l s including
tapping external developer
ecosystems.

selected deals in the ai field

a letter? Well, the animated stationery was
an early part of Microsoft’s journey to surface
intelligence through its applications. Microsoft’s
more recent AI strategy was given an airing at
the recent 'Ignite' event in Atlanta, US, where
CEO Satya nadella outlined four pillars: agent,
applications, services and infrastructure.
Cortana, Microsoft’s personal assistant, is an
agent that will be central to its ambitions, so
too will an army of bots that draw from the
background intelligence. Applications will
increasingly use AI to become smarter, especially
where consumers and enterprise users interact
with them. Services that Microsoft is offering
include Cortana Intelligence Suite, Cognitive
Services, Azure Machine learning Studio, SDKs
and a Bot Framework. These will enable third
parties to plug Microsoft’s intelligence into their
own applications and services. The final pillar
is infrastructure, and Microsoft has deployed

Company

acquisition

date

reported values

ibm

Truven Health

2016

$2.6 billion

ibm

The Weather Company’s digital assets

2015

$2 billion

ibm

Merge Healthcare

2015

$1 billion

google

DeepMind

2014

$400 million

intel

nervana Systems

2016

$350 million

microsoft

Swiftkey

2016

$250 million

apple

Turi

2016

$200 million

gE

BitStew

2016

$153 million

Twitter

Magic Pony

2016

$150 million

apple

VocalIQ

2015

$50-$100 million

salesforce

MetaMind

2016

$32.8 million

apple

Emotient

2016

Undisclosed

gE

Wise.io

2016

Undisclosed

google

API.ai

2016

Undisclosed

google

Moodstocks

2016

Undisclosed

ibm

Alchemy API

2015

Undisclosed

intel

Saffron

2015

Undisclosed

microsoft

Genee

2016

Undisclosed

microsoft

Wandlabs

2016

Undisclosed

salesforce

Prediction.IO

2016

Undisclosed

samsung

Viv labs

2016

Undisclosed

Twitter

Whetlab

2015

Undisclosed

custom-built field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) into Azure datacentres in 15 countries
across five continents. These FPGAs sit
between the network and the servers, are
reprogrammable on the fly and can mesh
together to form the ‘world’s biggest AI
supercomputer’.

Thanks to Microsoft’s penetration in both
the enterprise and consumer IT environments,
developer support, its Azure cloud platform
and Bing search engine, Microsoft has a strong
platform to spread AI, monetising through
enterprise deals and resulting consumer
product adoption.

other notables

These companies listed won’t be the only players, of course, but likely among the leaders. A couple of
notable names missing are Apple and Elon Musk. It’s understood Apple was approached to join the
Partnership on AI, and still may do so, although it’s often worked alone in such scenarios.
Elon Musk has famously voiced concerns about AI’s impact on humanity, but has invested
alongside Pieter Thiel and Amazon’s AWS in OpenAI – a non-profit AI research company. If Musk’s
Tesla is to truly deploy auto-piloted vehicles, he will have to find peace with humanity and AI living
side by side.
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tAking
our Jobs

Are robots And AdvAnced AutomAtion
tAking over the workPlAce?
by JOAnnE CAREW
illusTraTion ZACK HOOSEn
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t is the distant future, the year 2050. And
robots have replaced all human jobs. Robots
fix, they organise, they clean, and they cook.
A world where humans have occupations and
spend their nine-to-five sitting behind a desk
are a thing of the past. In this future society
people can actually visit a 'Job Simulator'
to experience what life was like before they
lived in this perfect, automated society. As
a gourmet chef, the Job Simulator will see
you having to handle customer allergies or
bribing a food critic to give your restaurant
a good review. As an ‘office worker’ you will
transfer calls, conduct employee performance
appraisals and eat doughnuts.
This may be the basic premise of a virtual
reality simulation video game called Job
Simulator, but a world where jobs once done
by humans are performed by robots is closer
than we think.
For Andrew Shuman, corporate VP of
products for the technology and research
team at Microsoft, these kinds of changes in
the nature of work have been happening for
decades. That said, he believes technological
innovations shouldn’t be something to fear. In
fact, notes Shuman, automation and AI should
be seen as ushering in a world where life is
a little easier, where people have more time
to reach their potential and have extra help
to get their jobs done. This opens up a wide
variety of opportunities for channel players.
“We view these technologies as merely
augmenting the human experience.” Shuman
cites farm workers as an example. “Thanks to
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human interaction,
judgement and creative
decision-making, where
possible, are the secrets to
keeping your job.
industrialised solutions, we require a fraction
of the manual labour we used to. That’s freed
humanity to go on and do amazing things.”
Search engines are another great example
of how technology has made things more
efficient. These internet entry points have
replaced the card catalogue in the library where
you had to walk up to a shelf, search for a book,
scan through the index for the information you
needed and turn to that page. now you simply
enter a couple of words in the search box.
“There has been an enormous democratisation
of intelligence and data because of this.
And there’s increasing evidence that these
technologies are actually empowering humans
to do more," says Shuman.

Should employees be worried?

The jobs most at risk are said to be those with
highly automatable and repeatable elements,
including predictable physical work, data
collection and data processing. So if you do
a repetitive job should you be concerned?
Maybe. But not necessarily.
Take the example of the low-paid office
cleaner, says Steve Prentice, a VP and
Gartner fellow within the CEO research team.
While you may think this individual could
certainly be replaced by some technological
alternative, the totality of the office cleaner’s
job is far more complex. He or she will not

only ‘clean’ the office, they will
rearrange chairs, empty bins, close
windows and turn off the lights.
“The fact is, most jobs, even the
mundane ones, are multi-faceted.
While a robot could carry out an
individual task, you need an army of
robots to perform the multiple tasks
that even an unskilled human does
without real training,” says Prentice.
It’s this need to deploy such a wide (and thus
expensive) range of robots to complete tasks
that could be done by a single individual, that
makes the proposition commercially nonviable, he continues.
Prentice believes that human interaction,
judgement and creative decision-making,
where possible, are the secrets to keeping
your job. Especially because the world is
fraught with subtleties that people are
taught to understand but robots struggle to
comprehend.
“The simple truth is that while AI may be
faster and seemingly more intelligent, it’s all
an illusion – they’re just machines and lack the
wide range of general purpose motor skills,
vision, judgement, basic understanding of
right and wrong, ethics and a sensitivity to the
impact of their activities on others.”
Just because smart technologies can drive a
car more reliably and safely than most human
drivers can, doesn’t mean that there’s no need
for people, notes Prentice. “Ask the same,
incredibly powerful and advanced system to
determine whether an object is a stool or a
table (both have a flat top and four legs, one
at each corner) and it will struggle or even
fail completely. Humans are general purpose
and automation is a universe away from
achieving that in the short- to medium-term,"
he concludes.

labour

issues

self-service retail
If you’ve ever found yourself in a long queue at a supermarket you’ll know
how frustrating it can be waiting around just to ring up your bread and milk.
In September, Pick n Pay announced it would be trialling six self-service till
points at its Observatory branch in Cape Town. The self-service counters are
part of a pilot project to see how to make the retail experience more efficient.
Unsurprisingly, the move has been met with resistance from employees who
fear the company plans a broader roll-out of the concept, rendering countless
store cashiers redundant. But Pick n Pay is adamant that the pilot project is
not an attempt to replace staff with smart technologies.

According to David north, group executive for strategy and corporate
affairs at Pick n Pay, the store wanted to provide customers with a better
shopping experience by saving them time at the till. north asserts the
automated till points will complement, not replace, traditional checkouts
and staff are still needed to oversee these devices.
The trail is set to run for six months, after which Pick n Pay will analyse
the results to determine if the innovation would be a viable addition
to their stores and if this technology could really add value to their
customers.
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I’ll be
back
Advanced
automation –
science fiction
is now science
fact and the
technology
and tools that
drive it are
constantly
evolving.
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Too

futuristic

by Tamsin Oxford
illustration zack hoosen

of all networked devices in the country will be
mobile connected by 2020, with an average
fixed broadband speed growing 3.1-fold from
3.7Mbps to 11.4Mpbs between 2015 and 2020.
That said, there remains a barrier to
entry in industry and mindset. Many of the
industries that would most benefit from the
introduction of advanced automation are
those that installed solutions for life – boilers
and furnaces that were used until they broke
completely – and are still battling to come to
terms with technology and the speed at which
it must be replaced.

It’s already here

T

“There are several South African sectors
embracing advanced automation
technologies, such as Internet of Things
(IoT) implementations you'll see becoming
pervasive in the local mining, engineering and
manufacturing industries. In many of these
environments you'll see a steady progression
from SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition) solutions to more internetenabled and internet savvy systems and
programmes,” says Louise Taute, Comstor
director, Westcon-Comstor Southern Africa.
Artificial intelligence, machine learning,
robot process automation (RPA) – are all
forms of advanced automation and are all
driving the new wave of disruptive technology.

he International Federation of Robotics
(IFR) recently predicted that, by 2018,
2.3 million industrial robots will be in
operation across the globe with approximately
1.3 million installed between 2015 and 2018.
According to the IFR, the main adopters of
advanced automation are automotive and
electronics industries with metal, rubber
and plastics, food, and pharmaceuticals and
cosmetics playing a part, but with lower
percentages of adoption.
Growth is being driven by increased
demand, tighter budgetary constraints,
shorter product lifecycles and an aging
workforce. Production must be
faster, better, cheaper, more, and
automation is helpfully giving
business the edge it needs. But is
South Africa on a par with the rest
of the world? Or are we scrabbling
to catch up, with the channel feeling
the burn of fast-paced technology
development?
Louise Taute, Westcon-Comstor Southern Africa
“Over the past few years there has
been a steady adoption of business
process automation applications
Cloud and IoT are adding fuel to the advanced
within various verticals in South Africa, ranging
automation fire, and providing the required
from manufacturing, logistics, retail, healthcare
data to drive machine intelligence and
and telecoms,” says George Kalebaila, senior
learning. Increasing adoption of both cloud,
research manager, IDC sub-Saharan Africa.
IoT and advanced automation technology is
“Generally the adoption of latest technologies
opening new doors for the channel, but there
within South Africa’s environment lags behind
are some significant barriers to entry.
the developed world by one to two years. This
“Resellers will need to build up their
provides a window of opportunity for local
skill bases in areas such as data science,
organisations to build capabilities to effectively
business process re-engineering and software
support such technologies once they hit our
engineering to remain competitive,” says Anton
market," he says.
van Heerden, executive vice-president, Africa
The adoption of process automation is
and the Middle East, Sage. “Many of these skills
high in South Africa, but it’s hampered by
are in short supply in South Africa. On the flip
infrastructure and network challenges which
side, resellers should remember that IT is one
continue to limit growth, even though South
of the areas becoming increasingly automated
Africa is slowly rising up the connectivity
so need to evaluate which parts of their own
charts. The World Economic Forum's Global
businesses are vulnerable and build out new
Information Technology Report 2016,
revenue streams if necessary.”
sponsored by Cisco, states that South Africa
The need for skilled people is further
has climbed 10 places to 65th in terms of
underscored by Cisco's Visual Networking
network readiness to adopt new technologies.
Global Mobile Data Trafﬁc Forecast for 2014The country is entering a dynamic
2019, which found that the number of new
technological era – the report found that 71%

net devices added to the South African mobile
network is set to grow to 112 million by 2019.
“This increased connectivity will fuel a 63%
compound annual growth rate in the amount
of mobile traffic generated between 2014 and
2019,” says Cathy Smith, managing director,
Cisco Southern Africa. “While this increased
connectivity has the potential to drive
economic growth and provide opportunity
for education and job development, it’s also
widening the skills gap.”

Where are the skills?

Cisco estimates that South Africa needs
between 30 000 to 70 000 skilled information
technology workers to boost its economy and
allow it to compete internationally. And skills
are not the only impediment to harnessing the
opportunity of automation.
“The channel isn’t ready,” says Craig le
Clair, VP and principal analyst, architecture
professionals, Forrester. “Partners need to
develop domain-specific solutions and to
date they haven’t. Cognitive channel vendors
approach customers and ask them for
significant investment and to provide them
with the needed information assets and then
they build a solution. The process can take up
to a year. This is not a recipe for adoption.”
According to le Clair, the market will be
initially dominated by smaller, sophisticated

“To embrace an automated future, the old disparate
IT systems in manufacturing environments will need
to be upgraded or replaced – there’s a big channel
opportunity here.”
independent software vendors and large tech
companies. Global consulting firms such as
Deloitte, PwC and Accenture are investing in
cognitive computing, while information and
business technology outsourcing organisations
like Cognizant and Tata Consulting Services, will
lose low-cost labour revenue to robots and will
have to move to a higher margin in the more
skilled areas. It’s also likely that those who
build domain solutions using platforms such
as Amazon, Google, IBM and Microsoft or their
own proprietary technologies will be those who
carve out opportunity and success.
“To embrace an automated future, the
old disparate IT systems in manufacturing
environments will need to be upgraded or
replaced – there’s a big channel opportunity
here. But this is an expensive exercise so
I believe you'll see hybrid environments
running in parallel in African industry for
a while, until such a stage as business
can eventually upgrade all its systems,”
concludes Taute.
Q4 2016 |
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To millennials

and beyond
Gen Z is coming to work, putting five distinctly different
generations into the workplace at the same time. Selling
across the generations demands flexible customer
experience strategies.

Words Tracy Burrows
photography 123RF

A

ccording to research by Millennial
Branding and Randstad US, there are
clear differences between the younger
generations – 'Millennials' (or Generation Y)
and 'Generation Z' (or iGen/Centennials).
Millennials, born after 1980, aren’t that
young anymore, and older Millennials grew
up in an environment that was only partially
digitised. Gen Z, born after 1995, are the true
digital natives. Millennial Branding reports
that Gen Z is slightly more entrepreneurial
than Millennials. While both of these
younger generations are changing the way
businesses market, engage and sell, there
are differences between the two. The US
Center for Generational Kinetics says Gen Z
blurs the lines between online and bricks and
mortar throughout all shopping experiences
and will seek better deals online while
standing in a store.
The youngest Millennials and Gen Z
embrace the sharing economy and say
social media determines their happiness,
well-being and self-esteem. Surprisingly,
both generations say they prefer face-toface communication over technology in the
workplace.
Anyone researching what makes these new
generations tick is likely to emerge confused.
On the one hand, they’re fully digitised
and live half their lives in a virtual world;
on the other, they appear to value genuine
connections with people; care about social and
environmental issues, and believe in work-life
balance that allows them to self-actualise.
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Power shift

Prof. Adré Schreuder, CEO of research firm
Consulta, says his company is constantly
researching Millennials and Gen Z as clients
become increasingly interested in meeting their
needs. “There are differences between the older
Millennials and the younger Millennials and Gen
Z,” he says. “Millennials grew up knowing video
stores, while Gen Z wants to stream content.
Gen Z were practically born with cellphones
in their hands and have been connected
for almost all their lives. Some studies find
Millennials to be more individualistic, while
many believe the archetype of Gen Z being
more streetwise and independent.”
What they have in common however, is their
expectations around customer experience.
“If there’s ever been a group believing they
have the power and they will choose, it is this
generation. They’re changing the focus of
customer engagement from what companies
do for clients, to what clients choose to do with
companies. This generation can’t be drawn by
traditional loyalty programmes – their loyalty
and engagement is more viral.”
In both the business-to-business and
business-to-consumer spaces, customer
experience is more important than ever,
Schreuder says. “Now, one needs to listen
much better and adapt faster than ever
before. I wouldn’t try to second guess
that – I’d say that now, companies need to
appoint Millennials and Gen Z staff to run
their customer engagement and customer
experience programmes.”

Young is the new big

Richard Firth, chairman and CEO of MIP
Holdings, believes big brands are already
doing this. “I recently spotted a job ad for a
Starbucks senior marketing post, that was

the

pitch

specifically looking for someone under the
age of 30. This is the way more companies
will have to go. Younger people are coming
into the workplace, launching the disruptive
new companies and becoming the new
buying force, and we have to take them very
seriously.”
Videsha Proothveerajh, Intel country
manager for southern Africa, believes the
channel needs to capitalise on the fact that
Millennial and Gen Z employees look for the
latest gadgets, devices and solutions that
will help them to get the job done, whatever
it may be, as efficiently as possible. “They’re
not interested in slow, outdated and ‘glitchy’
technology, as that would be a time-waster.

Millennials expect technology to help them
work smarter and faster, not slow them down.”
Firth agrees that the younger generation of
business partners and customers expects to
be hyper-connected to responsive technology.
The static website of the past just won’t meet
the next generation’s needs. He advocates a
‘socialised’ and transparent approach in which
customers can see and engage throughout the
supply chain when dealing with a company.
“It means that companies have to re-architect
the space between the legacy enterprise
system and the front end that consumers use
to interact with businesses. At this front end,
younger Millennials and Gen Z see the system
technology as their friend. This AI-enabled
‘friend’ has to interact realistically
and understand what they want
to do. We believe we’re just at
the trough of advanced socialised
environments,” he says.

“They are changing the focus
of customer engagement
from what companies
do for clients, to what
clients choose to do with
companies.”
Prof. Adré Schreuder, Consulta

nEw
approaChEs
nEEdEd For
sElling To
ThE nEXT-gEn
CusTomEr
• Collaborative efforts to develop
seamless environments for product
and services purchase and delivery
• Young professionals to manage
effective customer engagement
across multiple channels

dEan droboT, 123rf.com

• Customer experience taken to the
next level
• Shared economy ultimate
convenience
• Digital customer journeys assessed
and remapped
• Digitisation and automation to
support transparency, agility and
speed to deliver

The rise of the super app

Firth says increasing demand from
Millennials and Gen Z for immediate,
intelligent service and seamless
customer experience will drive
increased market collaboration
and the rise of the ‘super app’. The
'super app' brings together multiple
services in a single ecosystem, and
connects to automated decisions
and processes. Firth believes there are
opportunities for channel players to innovate
in this area, looking to collaborations within
ecosystems that allow them to work together
to enhance the customer experience.
When it comes to the workplace,
Proothveerajh cites the recent Dell and Intel
Future Workforce Study, which found 63%
of South African respondents expected to
work in a smart office in the next five years.
They aren’t just interested in technology to
improve productivity and collaboration, but
also to assist in smart office planning – like
directing new employees to the nearest
printer or maintaining optimal temperature
control. “This means IT channel players
will need to incorporate technologies like
the Internet of Things, as well as virtual
and augmented reality products into their
offering. As these technologies are still
rather new in South Africa, channel players
will need to ensure they not only have the
products available, but also offer adequate
training and support to businesses.”
While adapting to meet the needs of a
new emerging partner and customer base
may appear challenging at first, automation,
digitisation and a business refocus around
customer experience provide significant
opportunities for channel players.
Q4 2016 |
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Unravelling the DNA of
strategic partnerships
Vendor-partner relationships have the potential to shift the
innovation dynamic for the channel.

by Tamsin Oxford
photography 123RF

T

he 2016 Strategic Partner Index Survey produced by the CIO
Executive Council and IDC found that buyers, vendors and strategic
partners are at a crossroads – now is the time to continue the
evolution of their relationships in order to ensure success in the modern
marketplace. Those that have moved from effective to transparent, from
traditional to trusted, get the results for both bottom line and sustainable
growth. Those that stagnate in the old and traditional are falling behind.
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“In today’s new digital age, the vendor needs to work closely with the
channel to not only align technology, but also the thinking and strategy
behind the technology,” says Ian Jansen van Rensburg, senior systems
engineering manager, VMware sub-Saharan Africa. “Channel partners
need to upskill internal resources to deliver on these types of pressures
and be the frontrunners of change. Channel partners also need to
understand the operational transformation that IT departments need to
go through in order to be relevant in the software-defined world.”
Relationships underpin the value on offer by both partner and vendor.
The traditional challenges around communication, sales model and
structure have to be not so much overcome, as bypassed and left behind
alongside the fax machine and telex.

“Traditional vendor partner programmes have always had incentives
and rebates that reward the reseller and the distributor for moving
boxes, but they haven’t kept up with the reseller channel that’s starting
to sell more complex solutions and annuity offerings,” says Gary Pickford,
sales director, Tarsus Distribution. “The new strategic messaging coming
from traditional technology vendors is all about the Internet of Things
and the solutions which surround it, but this hasn’t translated to the
incentives offered through their local partner programmes which have
remained focused on moving boxes. This really has to change – there
needs to be a way of developing partner programmes for more complex
solutions which encourage the reseller to consider the financial business
case as they transform their businesses.”
At the 'Intel Partner Conference' held in the United States earlier
this year, the overarching theme was how to engage with customers
and look after partners so they stay committed and build richer, longer
term relationships. It is a growing trend globally as vendors continue to
recognise the value of a relationship that runs two ways, and allows for
deeper engagement across customer/vendor and partner.

Safeguarding investments

a single view into the channel, and ultimately provide richer and targeted
content directly from the vendor into the channel,” adds Uwe Brandkamp,
sales director, Westcom-Comstor Southern Africa. “Better alignment
between the three tiers of the channel will better integrate product, cloud
and services into a hybrid market for vendor and reseller partners.”

Where’s the value?

Of course, finance is not far from any mind in the current economic
framework and so, the cost implications of improved relations cannot
be ignored. For Pickford, the vendor must provide the reseller with a
sound business case as to why they should undergo any transformation.
There should be the right levels of finance and the core value proposition
should be how the partner makes money, what it takes for them to invest
and what they will need over the next five years.
“You need to build a financial model that links old-style IT resellers
to the route they need to take on how to become technology solution
resellers,” adds Pickford.

“The new strategic messaging coming
from traditional technology vendors is
all about the Internet of Things and the
solutions which surround it, but this
hasn’t translated to the incentives offered
through their local partner programmes.”

“It’s very clear that the new dynamic is a two-way street where
partners are protected by the vendors and time and effort is
put into building a relationship with trust,” says Rob Brown,
CEO, DRS. “There have been too many instances of a partner
putting in all this effort with a customer only to have someone
else take the opportunity at the last minute. It is time to change
this dynamic and to empower partners who are committed to a
vendor and a brand.”
If the vendor can drive a reliable and trustworthy
programme that partners believe in, then there will be uptake
Gary Pickford, Tarsus Technologies
and commitment across the channel. It will allow the partner
to really add value and the vendor to build sustainable
The channel is still the most effective way of getting products to
relationships that can drive innovation and development.
customers, both from a cost-to-customer and effective implementation
“Many channel partners have the capabilities and skills to deliver
angle. It’s critical for vendors to have mutually beneficial engagements
full software-defined solutions, but rather take the alternative route
with partners to bring new and different products to market
to solve immediate challenges such as legacy storage or backups or
successfully.
networking,” says Jansen van Rensburg. “With some guidance and
“Innovation is a key word here – in terms of technology as well as
assistance from the vendor, the relationship between partner and
the value the product brings,” says Henni Crous, channel sales manager,
customer can become more strategic.”
Epson South Africa. “It’s highly unlikely we’ll ever get to a stage where
This now places the focus on the overall IT strategy and how to
the value of partnerships becomes obsolete, because successful vendors
integrate the traditional silos that separate IT and partner and vendor.
are becoming more focused and the channel is the most crucial link in
The channel can drive innovation to shift the IT department to a more
the chain to make it all work successfully. Close and deep relationships
modern, software-defined architecture and approach which will, in turn,
between vendors and resellers are becoming more critical as products
allow for more inventive approaches to infrastructure and investment
become more complex and different, and it's becoming increasingly
from partner and vendor.
critical to understand the difference in value between the two.”
“It allows both vendor and partner to reach a far wider audience through
Q4 2016 |
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Partnering
at the
bleeding edge
The risk of bleeding edge technology depends
on your expectations and partners.

by james francis
photography 123RF

A

t a recent technology event, a solution
provider mused casually to me about
the cost of the HoloLens, Microsoft’s
augmented reality (AR) product. “Once you
take on the cost of the development kit,
shipping it here and paying duties, it starts
to go beyond R70 000!” He was obviously
disappointed at not getting to ‘play’ with such
cutting-edge kit.
Play is the operative word however,
because it’s not the frivolous type that
wastes company resources. Yet even the
most adventurous financial decision-maker
would find it hard to agree to R70k for
as-yet untested technology. On the other
hand, AR can change a business: imagine it
being used by architects, call centre staff or
field technicians. If you’re a supplier to such
industries, AR knowledge could be a huge
competitive boost.
This is the catch of bleeding edge
technologies. Some say it’s called ‘bleeding’,
since often that’s what the tech does: bleed
your resources. You can’t easily justify a
return on investment, because bleeding edge
technology is often at least one of three
things: not market-tested, without a business
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case, or just plain volatile. Adopt it too early
and it can drain your reserves. Adopt it too
late and you’re just playing catch-up.

Embracing experimentation

Fortunately not all approaches to bleeding
edge tech requires importing exotic hardware.
Rogan Moore, Britehouse group CTO, prefers a
broader definition of the concept:
“Sometimes bleeding edge is using
established principle technology for new
technology application. You apply existing
technology in a different recipe mix for a
business challenge. We’re seeing quite a
lot of this in bimodal scenarios: through an
experimentation approach, companies discover
new insights that used to be blind spots.”
He referred to the trend of companies
relying on software platforms to help grow
their businesses. A simple example is machine
learning: a company may have troves of
internal data, but no idea what to do with it.
Machine learning (ML) – also known as ‘thin
AI’ – can exploit that data, but the results
won’t be clear until the company opens
that door. So time and resources are spent
on building an ML ecosystem. Nobody can
promise what it will deliver, nor how it could
impact the business. Time and an appetite for
risk determine that. It could lead to a write-off
– an expensive one as significant investment is

required. It could also go the other way: some
companies are already appointing ML systems
as members of their boards. Seriously.
“We’re in a scenario now where customers
are saying: ‘I have to utilise the technology in a
new way. I have to modernise in order to stay
competitive,’” says Stefan Diedericks, alliances
and channel director at Oracle South Africa. “The
interesting thing right now about bleeding edge
technology is that it’s not just confined to the
technology itself, but also the very reasons why
the technology is being used in the first place.”
The risks of bleeding edge are simple,
but titanic. One is over-investment, notably
placing big bets on a technology delivering
for the company’s future. Data loss and
security problems are also common concerns,
particularly in today’s highly integrated
business environments.
This is an area where service providers can
play a big role, especially if they host cloud
environments. Companies look to providers
to test new innovations and provide sandbox
environments where experiments can be
done at low risk. This does not free customers
from cultivating an innovation culture and
funding, but it takes the edge off a little. As
technologies grow in pace and complexity,
service providers and vendors will be the goto agents to help determine a bleeding edge
technology’s viability.

Lev Dolgachov, 123rf.com

New technologies can grow out of preexisting business cases. Marketing agency
Red September started offering virtual reality
(VR) experiences when it was approached by
a large hotel client to produce differentiating
content for the chain. Though the company
had been dabbling with VR, this helped switch
gears, says Quinton Grobler, head of digital,
Red September: “It was valuable to go from a
business case and then step back to gain all
the components and build a VR ecosystem.
That's where we saw all the opportunities in
becoming a player in that space.”

Building a market

In this case, the shift was not as taxing. Red
September found it could elevate existing
skillsets, such as traditional video editing, to
adapt to VR’s requirements. What required
more focus was building the actual business.
VR is a useful addition to Red September’s
toolbox, but enabling it to stand on its own
takes focus and time. Realising the commercial
potential of a new technology is often the
more challenging aspect of early adoption.
Growing a technology organically out of
an existing business model is the ideal. But
not all bleeding edge tech is as patient. Some
adopters want to get closer to the fire, sitting
alongside the people who stoke it. In that
event, companies ought to look for trailblazers

“Solving real problems
and challenges should be
the number one goal and
disruption could come from
that.”
Valerie Fox, The Pivotal Point
to partner with, such as incubators.
Valerie Fox is a huge advocate of this
approach: “No matter what size company or
organisation you’re in, you’re always only as
good as the people you have. There are always
other creative, more innovative ideas out
there to give another solution or perspective.
Incubators, for the most part, and as they
mature, have an eye for exceptional teams and
innovative solutions. I believe the best thing a
company can do is to check in and be involved
in what's being incubated.”
Fox, chief innovation consultant at The Pivotal
Point, is an incubator evangelist and helped
establish the Tshimologong Precinct innovation
hub in Johannesburg. She actively promotes
incubator spaces not just for the sake of product
development, but to breed innovation culture.
Incubators are often ignored, because
they’re associated with high risk and not a

clear focus on business outcomes.
This is a problem with some
incubators, but not all of them. In
fact, successful incubators take
a problem-solving view from the
start, instead of inventing a hammer
yearning for a nail. Companies
should look for that value, but must
also interrogate if they themselves
do the same.
“Disruption as an end goal
is flimsy. Solving real problems and
challenges should be the number one goal
and disruption could come from that, if the
solution starts that ball rolling,” Fox says.
Another tactic is to keep your head among
developments. Red September holds weekly
innovation sessions where everyone looks at
new developments and if they have potential
uses. Says Grobler: “That keeps us on our
toes. It keeps you up to date and you don’t get
caught by surprise.”
There’s no recipe for success at the
bleeding edge, not for any company in the
channel or outside. It begins with a culture of
experimentation and understanding business
needs. Simply put: what do you need, what
are you willing to do to get it and how
resilient are you to failure? The right partners
can help absorb risk, but it all starts with
your business.
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IF YOU’RE NOT ON THE FIRST PA
P GE OF SEARCH RESULTS
L ,
LTS
YOU’RE NOT ON THE INTERNET.
B RODNEY WEIDEMANN VISUALS: ZACK HOOSEN
BY

O

nline is the new competitive battleground, with companies
constantly vying to obtain that coveted first position on a Google
search. After all, few surfers go beyond the first page of results, so it’s
increasingly important yourr business ranks well in key focus areas to
stay relevant within a given search list. To
T achieve this, you need an
effective search engine optimisation (SEO) strategy.

2

Test usability

Giselle Chelin, a director at MJMedia,
highlights usability testing as key – visits to
a website are important, but actually getting
a conversion is vital. Conversions in retail
or e-commerce could be anything from a
product purchase to the visitor signing up to
a newsletter or watching a video posted on
the site. It’s important site visitors can easily
purchase, download, sign up or contact you.
This process should be repeatedly tested, with
users of different ages and technical abilities.

3

don’t over-optimise

At the same time as testing usability, don't over-optimise.
You want a site that will get visitors to core products
easily and effectively, so don’t push content purely for
content’s sake. nobody wants to wade through superfluous
information to find what they’re after. Everything on your
site must be relevant to what you offer.
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get your
priorities right

1

do your research

Cindy Serfontein, MD at Wiki Digital, says that
when planning a new website, market research is
crucial in order to establish your target market and
comprehend exactly what you want to achieve with
the website. It’s important to understand the product
or service being offered and the most likely key
phrases people will use in the search engines. Always
remember to use terms relevant to your market,
even local colloquialisms; where Americans talk of
sneakers, South Africans refer to takkies.

4

According to Bryan Casson, MD of Casson Media, the
two biggest priorities to focus on are your page feed
– that is, how quickly the page loads – and whether
or not it’s mobile-friendly. In today’s world, a website
must be able to adapt to whatever screen size and
device the user is working with. The other key priority
is to focus on generating good content, which will
draw in users and create opportunities for other sites
to link to your content.

toolkit

don’t be evil

9

Serfontein says a lot of companies practice
what’s referred to as ‘black hat SEO’, which
involves aggressive strategies, techniques and
tactics that try to manipulate search engines,
and goes against Google policy. Do your
homework on the consultant you choose to
work with beforehand, to ensure they don’t
get your company into trouble with the search
engine. Always focus on relevancy and a good
digital marketing strategy.

8
7

get a local sEo
consultant

Although there may be a perception that a
big international SEO consultant will help
you achieve a higher ranking on Google, SEO
should always be done locally. The search
results you see in Sandton will be very
different to those viewed in San Francisco.
If you want the best results for your local
business, hire a local consultant.

work closely with
the consultant,
regularly
Casson indicates that once you’ve chosen a
consultant to partner with, make sure you work
with them on a regular basis. Google can have
up to 400 algorithm changes in a single month,
so you need to be working with your consultant
all the time to ensure you remain relevant. Also,
it’s vital to not only focus on your ranking, but
also track pages in order to better understand
your audience, as well as to perform competitor
and keyword analyses. Be aware of what the
competition is doing right, in order to change,
tweak and develop new approaches.

5

adopt a
long-term strategy
Chelin says be prepared to invest in a long-term
SEO strategy to get onto the first page of Google. Be
realistic about your expectations, as very competitive
keywords can sometimes take months to appear
organically. Competitive keywords are those that have
a lot of search volume, such as ‘buy PCs online’. Since
many companies push to show up in a search for
these keywords, they become competitive. Trying to
get a first page listing for SEO on ‘buy PCs online’ will
therefore require a long-term content and link-building
strategy to achieve a good ranking with Google.
A focus on adding good quality content to your site
over an extended time period will significantly assist
your ranking. Higher rankings are generated by
increasing the number of interactions visitors have
with your site and by the length of time they spend
on it. Therefore, the more relevant quality content
you have, the greater the likelihood of keeping
visitors on the site, and the better your SEO ranking.

6

remember
location-based sEo

The more detail-specific you can get with
regard to your company’s position, the better.
In other words, if your business is based in
Gauteng, make sure that the wording on your
site stresses that your offices are in ‘Gauteng’,
rather than the more general ‘South Africa’. If
you have multiple offices, you ideally want to
outline what suburbs these are based in and
also what services or products each offers.
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Wiring for
the future
How can we all get fibre connections? And what
can the reseller channel do to help?

Simon
Butler,

Vox Telecom
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by Paul Furber
PHOTOGRAPHY Vernon Reed

F

was mobile broadband that drove the biggest
growth."
Butler says fibre will be driving the next
wave of growth.
"Fibre's greater capacity enables more
cloud services certainly, and further down the
value chain it improves quality of service on

ibre is the new heroin for bandwidthhungry South African businesses and
consumers. A piece of dark fibre can be
rented for a few hundred rand per
month and lit up to whatever speeds
you're willing to pay. Clearly we've
come a very long way from the early
days of Diginet lines. But, apart from
some high-profile areas that have
it, fibre remains tantalisingly out
of reach for many users of mobile
broadband and ADSL. What can the
channel do to help? The channel's
history putting in connectivity
solutions harks back many years
notes Grant Parker, head of business
Brenden Pronk, Comsol
segment at Seacom.
"It started with the analogue
solutions like VoIP," he says. "So there's been
connectivity and moved on to ADSL and
a spike in the demand for VoIP services as
digital. One of the biggest challenges to fibre
customers cut copper out of their networks.
is just getting it put in, but everyone is in the
Also, the price for fibre has come down so that
same boat there."
local hosting is more realistic."
Simon Butler, executive head of carrier and
Kevin Hall, national sales manager for
connectivity, Vox Telecom, says the first push
Elingo, says the call centre industry will also
came from the introduction of ADSL.
benefit from more widespread fibre.
"It kicked off in 2003 when ADSL entered
"In the call centre industry, a lot of
the market and has been driven by content:
providers are going for the home agent option.
Facebook, Youtube and other services. In the
In the past when we used ADSL, we had to
last few years before fibre to the home, it

“In some cases we're
actually ahead of some
markets, for instance in
New York where they have
fibre networks but have
to access them with cable
connections,"
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use one large connection for the voice and
another for the web application. With fibre
online, the user can access proper applications
in the background and start getting more
complex business functions via the call
centre. They were constrained beforehand. As
South Africa goes the BPO (Business Process
Outsourcing) route, no one wants to buy more
office space and you start thinking about how
you can go the virtual route: home agents, call
centres and that conversation."

Levelling the playing veld

Robert Marston, global head of product,
Seacom, says South Africa will emulate the
overseas progression. "If you look at what's
going on, we'll be no different from the rest
of the western world: cloud services, voice
and data are converging onto a single data
connection. You obviously need a scalable
data pipe all the way down to a client's
premises that can cope with a very high speed
connection when you need one."
Brenden Pronk, chief commercial officer at
Comsol, thinks we have caught up already.
"Traditionally, Comsol has always been
in the middle of all of this. We started as a
dial-up business and then Diginet became
a solution of choice where we sold 64k
links for R24 000 per month. But Diginet
didn't grow as fast as the orders we were
getting, so we put in wireless services using
unlicensed spectrum. They weren't always
the most stable, but we needed to support
the growth of Diginet. We've almost come
full circle: our strategy is again how to enable
all this fibre. We used to say 'imagine if we
had an undersea cable!' Now we have an
undersea cable. 'Imagine if Google was here!'
Now Google is here. What we're lacking is
the ability to access all of this content. I think
we've caught up with the rest of the world.
In some cases we're actually ahead of some
markets, for instance in New York, where they
have fibre networks but have to access them
with cable connections."
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Robert
Marston,

Seacom

Frits Haas,

FTTH Council

Uncrowd your
business Internet
Doing serious business is just not possible when you’re
sharing your Internet with every Tom, Dick, Harry and Mary.

Connect straight to the source and enjoy fibre Internet for your business
that’s super fast, super reliable and truly unshared — with no data cap
whatsoever. Talk to us today about how we can make your IT solutions as
cutting edge as your business. Mail our team at superfast@seacom.co.za

Serious Internet for serious business

Ke v i n H a l l ,
Elingo

When a Fibre To The Home (FTTH)
connection is hybrid, then technically it's not
true FTTH. Frits Haas of the FTTH Council
explains: "There are many priorities from the
council's point of view, but from a technical
perspective, what we're trying to do is
standardise what it means when you sell
FTTH or FTTX. I have to mediate when an ISP
is selling what it calls FTTX but technically
there's copper between the road and the home.
We're there to recommend a standard for
construction and from a technical point of view."

Taking advantage

How then should resellers approach this
opportunity? Carriers are certainly not going
it alone – Seacom's Parker says he wants
the majority of Seacom's business through
resellers: ""Our goal is to have 70% to 80% of
our business through resellers and partners;
we already have 195 partners signed up and
we have agents. What we want to be is the
enabler for those services."
Vox Telecom's Butler says that from
a consumer perspective it does present
challenges and opportunities for the reseller
channel.
"Resellers may have an existing base
where they've created a niche – selling and
supporting DSL for example – and that
might disappear overnight. You might get
competitors advertising better and faster and
the customers take those offers up. On the
other hand, there are traditional providers
who can change their offerings overnight
from small IT shop to substantial service.
One opportunity is in-home support. People
want their smart TVs connected, their tablets
connected and WiFi isn't good enough. Our
biggest challenge is getting to our customer
base before everyone else does."
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Actually replacing ADSL with fibre is not as
easy as it sounds though, notes Seacom's Parker.
"We do need to step back a bit. If a
reseller needs to resell an ADSL line, there
is most likely a copper line into that home
and it's just a DSLAM configuration to get
connected. Fibre is different: every single
home that wants fibre has DSL already. There
are a finite number of operators building
fibre networks and it's expensive stuff –
R600-R800 per metre – just to put the
trench and ducts in. To get that into homes,
you have to physically drill through people's
walls, connect a termination box and put an
ONT (Optical Network Terminal) in there. This
might not be one company doing this. One
will put the fibre down, another will come in
and do the active equipment and a
third, which is probably an ISP, that
would come in and drop another
router behind the ONT. That's three
touchpoints and it's almost the
most efficient way of doing it. The
industry has to come up with an
efficient way to do 'home drops', as
they're called."

“People want their smart
TVs connected, their tablets
connected and WiFi isn't
good enough. Our biggest
challenge is getting to
our customer base before
everyone else does.”
Simon Butler, Vox Telecom

Grant
Pa r k e r ,
Seacom

Time to returns

The other obstacle is the cost
recuperation. Parker says the
current model for fibre is in some

Open Access
Definition
Cheat Sheet
FTTH/FTTB networks may be
dedicated to the services of
a single retail or wholesale
service provider, or made
available to many retail service
providers, who may connect
to the network at the packet,
wavelength or physical layer.
‘Exclusive Access’ refers to the situation where
a single retail service provider (who may or may
not be the network operator) has exclusive use
of the FTTH network. Such a service provider is
called ‘vertically integrated’.
‘Open Access (Packet)’ refers to the situation
where multiple retail service providers may
use the FTTH network on an equable base by
connecting at a packet layer interface and
compete to offer their services to end users.
This packet layer interface may be implemented
on layer 2 (Ethernet) or 3 (IP).
‘Open Access (Layer2)’ refers to the situation
where multiple retail service providers may
use the FTTH network on an equable base by
connecting at a layer 2 Ethernet interface from
OLT or an aggregation point and compete to
offer their services to end users.
Brenden
Pronk,
Comsol

“Fibre is different: every
single home that wants fibre
has DSL already. There are
a finite number of operators
building fibre networks and
it's expensive stuff...”

ways similar to the launch of mobile
in South Africa.
""We're repeating history. MTN and
Vodacom launched and covered rich
areas first. The commercial model
for a tower is straightforward: an
operator spends R1 million on a tower
and gets its money back in two to
three months. But a fibre network, if
you do your job well and construct it
Grant Parker, Seacom
well, you might get your money back
in seven years. So of course you will
target areas where people pay more.
But it's changing. From R24 000 per month for a
Diginet line in the early 2000s, you can now get
a piece of dark fibre for R300pm and you can
light it up to whatever speed you want."
One thing is clear: end-users, be they
businesses or home-based, will need help
putting in fibre solutions. Perhaps resellers
could learn from the DSTV model: a
countrywide network of installers who can get
it all done for some margin.

‘Open Access (Layer3)’ refers to the situation
where multiple retail service providers may
use the FTTH network on an equable base
by connecting at a layer 3 IP or MPLS layer
interface from OLT or an aggregation point and
compete to offer their services to end users.
‘Open Access Wavelength/Lambda’ refers to
the situation where multiple retail or wholesale
service providers may use the FTTH network on
an equable base by connecting at a wavelength
layer interface and compete to offer their
services.
‘Open Access fibre’ refers to the situation
where multiple retail or wholesale service
providers may use the infrastructure by
connecting at a physical layer (dark fibre)
interface and compete to offer their services.
‘Open Access Duct/Dark Air’ refers to the
situation where multiple retail or wholesale
service providers may share the use of
infrastructure by drawing or blowing their fibre
cables through the shared ducts, and compete
to offer their services.
‘Open Access Flexibility point’ refers to the
concentration point where multiple retail
or service providers may connect via their
feeder cables and access layer 1 feeder
fibre connectivity to each household. This
concentration or flexibility point may be located
at the building or cabinet or ODF.
Open access on multiple layers can be
implemented in the same network, e.g., on a
dark fibre level, and on a bitstream level. This is
then called ‘Multilayer Open Access’.

www.ftthcouncilafrica.com

g u y w h i T C r o F T , Westcon-comstor Southern africa
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strength in numbers

suCCess in the Channel is all about ongoing growth; in terms of solutions offered,
but also geograPhiCal PresenCe.

by Alison JoB
phoTography Vernon reed

w

estcon’s business model has evolved over the past 31 years.
Today, the business focuses on what it regards as the four
growth areas of the information technology sector, namely
security,
communications and the datacentre. Westcon-Comstor
by
AlISOnnetworking,
JOB
pHoToGRApHy
Southern AfricaVERnOn
CEO Guy REED
Whitcroft says: “Underpinning all of this, we have a
services division, cloud focus and our global deployment, as we operate in
70 plus countries and ship to over 180 countries.”
last year, the group’s global gross revenues were about $6.5 billion.
Whitcroft says: “Certainly in the South African context, our ability to
deploy around Africa and everywhere else makes us unique, as an
increasing number of local companies are starting to push into Africa and
beyond. This means our resellers can deal with a South African regional
office and distribute into the region or further afield as they see fit.

Rolling stone gathers no moss

“Distribution has to be an evolutionary business,” says Whitcroft. “When
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I started out in distribution in the late ‘80s, and compare what we did
then to what we do today, it’s a very different playing field. There’s a
lot less room for error and margins are under constant pressure. These
challenges aren’t specific to distribution; throughout business we see
everyone focused on gross margins, the cost of sales, underlying costs in
the business and, ultimately, providing a return to shareholders.
However, this can be an overly simplistic approach.”
He clarifies: “Some people just look at a business’ net profit as a
percentage to evaluate whether it’s a good business, without considering
the type of business and its cash-to-cash cycle. Some industries – like
construction – have a cash-to-cash cycle of several years, whereas in
distribution you turn your money around fairly quickly in a 60-, 45- or
even 30-day cycle. On a 60-day cycle you’re turning it around six times a
year, so if you make three or four percent net profit that translates to a
20% or better return on working capital.”

Price drops as value changes

As the IT industry becomes commoditised, so prices have come down,
driven by a number of factors.
“When I started out in the IT industry in 1973, it was all about

westcon group southern
africa timeline

Two threads – one with its origins in the uS and the other in
South africa – come together to form the Westcon group
Southern africa, as it exists today.

1985

Westcon is formed in a garage
in new york in the united
States to do iT distribution

1995

comzlink is established as part
of PQ africa in South africa

1998

South african iT business datatec
acquires Westcon and consolidates
its various distribution businesses all
over the world under the Westcon
brand, enabling it to become a proper
international player

1999

in the uS, Westcon starts its comstor
business, which is focused around
cisco solutions

1999

in South africa, Paul conradie leads a
management buyout of comzlink and
renames it comztek

2012

conradie and his team acquire South
african company mustek, the primary
shareholder of comztek

2013
2013

datatec acquires comztek and brings
it under the Westcon banner

Westcon goes into partnership
with bEE partner mic and forms
the Westcon group Southern africa
comprising the Westcon portion of
datatec and comztek.

“one of the truisms that
people lose sight of is that
value is only what your
customers are prepared to
pay for.”

mainframes. You had computer companies
things like services or back-ups. Being able
selling massive computers to end-users at a
to take care of those risk factors outside
cost of millions of dollars, but the set up was
of the business is huge – and ultimately it
free. Today, you pay for each component of
leads to more cost-efficiency, lowering the
your IT infrastructure separately.
cost of doing business. That’s really what
“Distributors were initially simply
the channel is about.”
aggregators of product, bringing in large
For Westcon, the future also holds
volumes, splitting them up and selling
further growth into other geographical
them off, and the affordability enabled
areas. Westcon Group Southern Africa
Guy Whitcroft, Westcon-Comstor Southern Africa
by that process was the value add.
covers South Africa and its neighbouring
Today, distributors are adding value by
countries, Westcon Group Africa
aggregating services, skills and the cloud.
encompasses east and west Africa, while
“One of the truisms that people lose sight of is that value is only what
different Westcon Group entities cover the Middle East and north Africa.
your customers are prepared to pay for. However, the more demand
It’s a vast region with an equally vast array of languages, cultures and
there is for always-on connectivity and the more evolution there is
ways of doing business, all of which have to be considered. Whitcroft
by companies like Amazon, linkedIn and netflix – all of which are
adds: “Africa is an exciting place to be at the moment, it holds enormous
underpinned by security, networking, communications and datacentres –
potential with a growing middle class and we’ll continue to evolve our
the more demand there will be for our solutions across those four focus
product and service offering to meet the demands of this evolving and
areas. We clearly see strong growth in these segments and our job is to
changing market.”
ensure we have capability in services, cloud and deployment operations
It’s an extremely tough marketplace right now, says Whitcroft. “Skills
to enable our customers to take full advantage of them.”
availability continues to be a challenge for the IT industry as a whole,
partly because technology demand develops more quickly than the skills
Future vision
to support it can be developed. There’s also a combination of local and
Whitcroft says it’s impossible to predict what the channel will look like in
global uncertainty currently. There’s global uncertainty around Brexit
ten years. “no one can predict that evolution. We’ll become more serviceand the US elections; closer to home we have question marks around
rich in some areas, enabling the channel to provide a richer set of tools
what’s going on in Zimbabwe and Mozambique, as well as our local set
and capabilities to end-users. Ultimately, IT is a tool that enables business
of challenges. I read somewhere that South African corporates are sitting
to be more efficient and more effective, and to reach more people. The
on a R600-billion cash pile to invest when they feel more confident in the
move to the cloud enables businesses to operate without worrying about
future. That could have an enormous impact on the channel.”
Q4 2016 |
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Channel excellence

partner

awards

piCTUReS: SUPPlIED

Hewlett Packard Enterprise celebrated its first anniversary as a standalone entity, with its
2016 Partner Awards, which were held at Montecasino in november.

Winners

Cloud partner
of the year;
platinum
partner of the
year; best
performing
coastal partner
of the year;
and, overall
partner of the
year –
datacentrix

software
business
partner of the
year; aruba
partner of the
year –
Eoh

distributor of
the year –
axizworkgroup

gold partner
of the year;
storage
partner of the
year –
gijima

other winners (not pictured)
services
partner of the
year –
business
Connexion
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Servers partner of the year – aptronics
Software growth partner of the year – sap south africa
Software innovation partner of the year – Cornastone Enterprise
systems
Most certified individual – riaan swart, business Connexion
Distribution category and product manager of the year – warren
gordon, duxbury networking
ISV alliance partner of the year – microsoft
Alliance ambassador of the year – deloitte
Service provider of the year – mimecast
Best performing coastal distributor of the year – Tarsus
distribution
Proximity partner of the year – isolv Technologies
Business partner of the year – advancenet
Silver partner of the year – sizwe

INDUSTRY

Movers and shakers

Keeping you up-to-date with some of the recent industry appointments

compiled by Alison Job PHOTOGRAPHY Various

Commvault’s new channel
manager
Gerhard Fourie has been appointed as Commvault’s
district channel manager for South Africa.
Fourie has over 12 years’ data management
experience and comes from a strong IT
sales and marketing background. He will be
responsible for overseeing Commvault’s entire
go-to-market strategy for South Africa, from
managing local distribution relationships with
key partners to driving sales success.

Westcon adds mobility
pre-sales engineer
Westcon-Comstor Southern Africa has appointed
Nowie Sekiba as a pre-sales engineer for its
mobility division.
Sekiba joins the company from her position
as a wireless systems specialist for Wi-Fi, video
conferencing and video systems at Altech Radio
Holdings and brings with her extensive telecoms
knowledge she has accumulated from her time in
the industry.

Decision Inc. appoints CFO
Lesrick Nayager is the new CFO for Decision Inc.,
bringing with him years of experience, passion
and a clear commitment to long-term growth of
the group.
“I started at PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)
in Johannesburg and then moved to PwC New
York as a senior associate,” says Nayager. “I then
came back to South Africa as a manager for
PwC Sunninghill and moved from there to Mix
Telematics as a senior finance manager.”

Redstor’s new customer
experience manager
Redstor has appointed Phillip de Bruyn as its
customer experience manager. De Bruyn will
focus on building key customer relationships to
enhance the business opportunities that exist
between Redstor and its clients.
“The digital age is seeing decision-makers
looking for more than just a box-dropping
solution. Instead, the services providers who
will excel are the ones that have customised
approaches designed to be relevant in the
connected world," says De Bruyn.
Q4 2016 |
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closing
thoughts

Digital or die
Technology environments and
channel business models are
changing, but there’s no need to be
afraid of the cloud.
By Tracy Bolton, director: general business and partner
operations for Africa, SAP

I

f you consider that close to 50 of the
Fortune 500 companies from 2006 aren’t
around today, you have to ask yourself
what caused the ten percent drop off. While
it’s difficult to provide a definitive answer,
it’s a pretty sure bet that some of those
companies simply weren’t paying attention
to transformation in their – and peripheral –
industries.
How does this impact me? As a channel
partner, you need to understand your
customer’s digital transformation journey so
you can help them get there. Make no mistake,
regardless of the industry you’re in or the size
of your business, digital transformation is
going to have an impact.
The bottom line is that if you don’t pay
attention and if you don’t keep up with
changes in your industry, then some small
startup (Uber being a case in point) will come
along and take your place – and your business.
When you consider the impact of digital
transformation on industries prevalent in
Africa, you realise just how pervasive it is.
For instance in the oil and gas sector,
predictive maintenance driven by the
capabilities of the Internet of Things
is becoming a routine part of asset
management. The manufacturing industry
can no longer produce a one-size-fits-all
product, it has to manufacture for the
individual if it wants to stay in business.
The public sector is all about implementing
smart cities, that’s digital transformation in
action. Most of the major trends in digital
transformation impact how we live, how we
communicate and how we work. Examples
of accelerating trends include hyper-
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connectivity (we live in an always-on world),
super-computing (data science), blockchain,
the cloud and smart technology (e.g. robotics
and 3D printers).
Channel partners who traditionally
operated around the back-end of technology,
now need to proactively help their customers
move away from mass production to serving

to build new business capabilities, such
as being able to personalise the customer
experience, optimising value chains,
conducting business in real-time and build in
predictive capabilities.
In addition to the above, partners need to
be at the forefront of the digital value chain,
they need to move towards an outcomesbased business model and be more
innovative in expanding into new
industries. Whereas in the past, IT
resellers would focus on a specific
software or hardware, they now
have to accommodate demand for
things like data analytics that enable
business to trade in a real-time
environment, making decisions on the
fly based on real-time data around
customers’ demands and preferences.
However, when overwhelming
amounts of data are being generated,
you need to be able to store and
process that data so that you can
identify trends, and act on them. What’s needed
is a central data repository so that companies
can use that data proactively to their advantage
across the business and its supply chain. It
all boils down to understanding the data you
have and using it to make real-time decisions
so that you can transform quickly enough to
remain competitive. Businesses that don’t,
will die. It’s that simple.

“Channel partners who
traditionally operated
around the back-end of
technology, now need
to proactively help their
customers move away from
mass production to serving a
segment of one.”
a segment of one. However, in order to do
this, they need to first transform themselves.
The channel needs to understand the
end environment of its customers and its
customers’ customers so that it can help
them make the digital transition. It needs
to be more integrated into its customers’
sales cycles and understand how customers
speak to each other. Channel partners need

Delivering results together in the age
of Digital Distribution

Westcon-Comstor Customers will be able to procure, transact and fulfi l customer
needs more effectively through digital platform

Agility is everything
+27 11 848 9000
www.westcon.co.za

